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ABSTRACT
Kokusai kekkon, marriage among Japanese and non-Japanese nationals, are common, yet
sometimes it comes with difficulties. The study aims to uncover Japanese people’s hidden
perceptions of gaikokujins, foreigners, and Japanese identity shaped in relation to gaikokujins
based on race and ethnicity within cross-national marriage. 18 Japanese spouses of U.S.
Americans were interviewed for the study. The study employed thematic analysis to disclose
Japanese beliefs and worldviews through interpreting Japanese interviewees’ experiences and
their families’ discourses regarding marriage with U.S. Americans. The study found that
whiteness and the sense of inferiority to the West and superiority toward the East influence
Japanese views on gaikokujins and international marriage. Japanese nationals’ experiences with
marriages to U.S. Americans offer important implications regarding racial and historical
influences on Japanese perceptions of gaikokujins and themselves. The findings may help both
Japanese and people around the world recognize the racial hierarchy in Japan impacts whether
cross-national marriages are accepted or rejected and how Japanese perspectives on race and
ethnicity are constructed and nurtured in Japan.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Japan welcomes more foreign workers, tourists, and spouses from different countries than
ever before (JTB Tourism Research & Consulting Co., 2019; The Ministry of Justice, 2019).
Although almost every person who visited Japan told me that they love Japan because people are
nice and polite, Japanese residents’ views on Japan and foreigners are often unspoken. Although
they enjoy living in Japan, my non-Japanese friends tell me they feel they are treated as forever
foreigners or guests. Their treatment as outsiders prevents them from becoming insiders in
Japanese groups. Additionally, I hear gaikokujins 1are often rejected by their partners’ families
when asking for marriage permission. Marriage rejection may indicate that many Japanese
people feel uncomfortable having gaikokujins in their families. When my second cousin hoped to
marry a Korean man, her family strongly opposed her marriage because he was a gaikokujin.
Another second cousin is interested in different cultures and eager to teach his sons English. His
family is nice to my gaikokujin friends; however, I learned he would not allow his sons to marry
a gaikokujin because he hopes to have only Japanese women in his family.
Based on my own friends’ experiences, welcoming outsiders into communities and
families may require a better understanding of ourselves and others. As the Japanese government
started to invite more gaikokujins to Japan, Japanese people continue to distance themselves
from gaikokujins and reject them in their lives and families. The Ministry of Health, Labor, and
Welfare reported that a total of 21,180 Japanese individuals (14,851 men and 6,329 women)

Foreigners or non-Japanese nationals. Ishii (2001) suggests that gaikokujin is used to distinguish
Japanese people from those who do not possess Japanese citizenship or people who are deemed
cultural or physical outsiders by Japanese people. I use the term gaikokujin to emphasize how
they are excluded from Japanese communities while being welcomed as foreigners. For example,
Korean and Chinese residents of Japan are still referred to as gaikokujins because of their ethnic
heritage. In other words, if you do not look Japanese, you are a gaikokujin.
1
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married non-Japanese individuals in 2016 (as cited in Nippon Communication Foundation,
2018). The Japanese government revised the immigration control and refugee recognition law
from April 2019 to fill the labor force (Nippon Keizai Shimbun, 2019). Nippon Keizai Shimbun
(2019) reports that the Japanese government aimed to recruit approximately 345,000 gaikokujins
within five years in order to eliminate the serious shortcoming in human resources. This revised
law may increase the international marriage rate because the more Japan accepts people from
other countries, the more chances Japanese people will have to meet and marry non-Japanese
nationals.
Kokusai kekkon means marriage among Japanese and non-Japanese nationals. Kokusai
kekkon’s English translation, includes interracial, international, intercultural, or cross-national
marriage (Kamoto, 1996). Kamoto suggests that cross-national marriage appropriately fits
kokusai kekkon because “nationality” distinguishes Japanese nationals and foreigners as
dichotomous. Japan redefines the concept of nationality based on marriages between nationals
and foreigners while revoking Japanese nationalities from people in Taiwan and Korea after
World War II. I will use the term international marriage, the literal translation of kokusai kekkon,
and cross-national marriage interchangeably throughout this manuscript because both terms offer
broader meanings including interracial, intercultural, and cross-national marriage. Many scholars
discuss the challenges of racial and cultural differences in international marriage for both
international couples and their families (Piper, 1997; Takeshita, 1998; Schans, 2012). For
example, Schans discusses that African and Japanese individuals experience institutional racism,
prejudice, and rejection from their families based on negative perceptions of national origin and
cultural differences. Prejudice and discrimination against different races become more evident
when the international couples have their bi-racial children. African Japanese children standout
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in their communities because they look different while they are not given a higher social status as
bi-racial children whose parent is white. Bi-racial children and their gaikokujin parent receive
different treatments based on the gaikokujin parent’s country of origin, race, and culture.
Purpose of Study
Throughout history in the world, the racial hierarchical systems position people
unintentionally and intentionally in relation to power and perpetuate favorable and unfavorable
treatments toward gaikokujins. While keeping harmonious relationships and unity with in-group
members is essential and important in Japan (Davies & Ikeno, 2002), Japanese identity is shaped
in relation to white and non-white others. Japan forced minority groups in Japan such as Ainu
and Ryukyuan to eliminate their cultures and assimilate into the dominant Japanese ways of life
aiming to obtain a social status as civilized by the West (Bukh, 2010). Even after Japan
modernized through promoting Europeanization, Japan struggled to overcome racism from the
West (Zachmann, 2011). The legacy of Japanese colonization in other Asian nations and losing
World War II generated seikou toutei 2, the Japanese sense of inferiority toward the West and the
superiority toward the East (Tanabe, 2008). The sense of seikou toutei continues to influence
Japanese people’s views of themselves and their behaviors toward gaikokujins. Rivers and Ross
(2013) suggest Japanese preference of white English teachers and white superiority of gaikokujin
teachers in Japanese educational institutions exist. Media representations of foreigners also
influence Japanese people’s view on their own and other races through placing whites as

西高東低, seikou toutei, is commonly used to describe Japan’s atmospheric pressure in which high barometric
pressure is located to the area west of Japan and low barometric pressure is located to the east. In this study, seikou
toutei indicates the Japanese sense of white superiority to Japan as well as Japanese superiority toward the East.
Tanabe (2008) suggests that the concept reflects the history of white colonization over the world, Japanese
colonization over the non-Japanese Asian countries, and the Japanese defeat by white power. The notion of seikou
toutei remains because of white superiority in economic standing while most colonized non-Japanese Asian nations
remain economically inferior to Japan and the world.
2
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desirable while presenting non-whites as different or ignored Others (Prieler, 2010). The racial
hierarchy and white superiority in Japan may affect Japanese people’s choice for their marital
partner and the Japanese families’ degree of accepting gaikokujin into their families. The purpose
of the study is to research Japanese discourse regarding their family member’s international
marriage with U.S. Americans. I will investigate how Japanese families feel about international
marriage within their family, and how they talk about marriage with gaikokujins. I will also
investigate how race or ethnicity influence Japanese families’ feelings regarding their families’
international marriage. This study may help both Japanese people and U.S. Americans
understand how international marriage is accepted, and how perspectives on race and ethnicity
are constructed, practiced, and negotiated in Japan. This study considers how international
marriage is expressed in language and nonverbal communication and how it could be more
accepted and normalized in a diverse world.
Objective of the Study
Perceptions regarding own and others is formed for a variety of reasons. Cultural identity,
history of power balance, the racial hierarchy in relation with other nations, and interactions with
insiders and outsiders influence how Japanese people see themselves and foreigners.
Undoubtedly, media play a huge role in creating ideal image and initiating prejudice of groups of
nations, people, and races. Being a person of color in the U.S., I came to realize how being a
member of the dominant group provided me with advantages in Japan while needing to negotiate
my identity and navigate my life as a minority in the foreign country. Being in the dominant
group, I was unaware of prejudice and discrimination against certain national, racial, and ethnic
groups of people. Whiteness is invisible, normalizing white values and norms (Nakayama &
Krizek,1995) while influencing people’s views of themselves and others (Moon, 2009).
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Whiteness impacts Japanese people’s worldviews and everyday lives through education and
media (Moon, 2009). I argue that unveiling Japanese people’s hidden perceptions of gaikokujin
based on race and ethnicity through cross-national marriage will help in understanding the
impact of whiteness and white superiority on individuals and institutions in Japan.
The aim of the study is to reveal how whiteness is embedded in Japan and how white
superiority influence Japanese families’ degree of acceptance and views on their U.S. American
daughters- and sons-in-laws based on race and ethnicity. In this study, I will conduct semistructured interviews with 18 Japanese nationals whose spouses are U.S. American. In-person
interviews provided more in-depth data such as recipients’ interactions with their family
members, experiences being gaikokujin’s spouses in Japan, and thoughts on sensitive topics. I
will use thematic analysis to uncover Japanese beliefs and world views through interpreting
Japanese interviewees’ and their families’ discourses regarding international marriage with U.S.
Americans. In the study, I pose three research questions: How do Japanese families talk about
their family member’s international marriage? How does race and ethnicity of gaikokujin
spouses influence Japanese families’ view on international marriage? How do Japanese families
view gaikokujin son- and daughter-in-law and themselves?
Precis of the Chapter
In chapter two, I will review my literature in three sections. First, I will describe how
Japanese identity influence Japanese people’s perspectives on outsiders and behaviors toward
gaikokujins. Second, I will provide an overview of the literature on Japanese superiority in
Japan, white superiority, seikou toutei, the inferiority toward the West and the superiority toward
the East. Finally, I will discuss international marriage and challenges facing Japanese people and
gaikokujins. In chapter three, I will discuss methods employed in the study. This includes a
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description of the participants, interview design, interviews, and procedures. In Chapter four, I
will discuss the themes that emerged from the interview data. I will discuss how some Japanese
people treat gaikokujins differently and how race and nationality influence Japanese perceptions
of gaikokujins. In Chapter five, I will discuss how race and ethnicity impact Japanese families’
views on their children’s cross-national marriages and their U.S. American son- and daughter-inlaw. In chapter six, I will draw conclusions on the themes discussed in chapter four and five. I
will also discuss the implications of the study and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Japanese Identity
Many gaikokujin friends of mine think that Japanese people are polite, quiet, and nice.
Lebra (2007) states that Japanese people communicate politely and indirectly, and anticipate
other’s needs and hopes. Davies and Ikeno (2002) suggest that Japan, as an island country
isolated from the world by the sea, influences Japanese values, customs, and interactions
differently from other countries. Japan separates themselves from other countries while the
inland mountains make Japanese people live closely together as groups. Geographical factors
and farming developed not only Wa, meaning “the concept of harmony” (p. 10), but also customs
and values in order to maintain Wa with others. Because agriculture requires large group
collaboration and cooperation, Japanese people developed collectivistic communication styles
and communities to build harmonious relationships within their groups. Davies and Ikeno
suggest silence, collectivism, and uchi and soto to support Wa with others.
Japanese people use silence to communicate peacefully and build good relationships with
others. Lebra (2007) states that Japanese silence is unique even in comparison to Korean or
Chinese silence in East Asia. Japanese silence is related to “truthfulness, sincerity,
straightforwardness, or reliability” (p. 117) as well as modesty and politeness. Davies and Ikeno
(2002) state that silence also plays an important role when communicating with people who are
in higher positions depending on age, gender or social statuses because speaking up against
superiors in the social hierarchy is considered offensive and uncivil. Silence helps build the
collectivistic culture in Japanese communities and creates harmonious relationships without
expressing thoughts and opinions. Japanese people are encouraged to prioritize the feelings of
others rather their own feelings to maintain wa in their groups. Romano (2008) argues that
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culturally different communication styles can lead to misunderstanding and cause problems
among international couples and their families. Because cultural differences also influence
conflict management styles, relationship maintenance among international couples and their
families can take a lot of effort. The explicit expectations of relational developments and
maintenance in Japanese communities can be difficult for people who have different cultural
values and norms. In particular, non-Japanese daughters- and sons-in-law might be not
welcomed because of physical and cultural differences.
Traditionally, the ideal Japanese society is where people work and live with others in
harmony while shaping their group environments through sharing the same values and beliefs
(Ueno, 2001). Davies and Ikeno (2002) suggest that Japanese people value their groups and
harmonious attitudes more than themselves as individuals. The concepts of uchi and soto affect
Japanese people’s communication with others. Uchi means inside, my home or house, in-groups,
and my husband or wife. Soto’s definitions are outside, outdoors, and out-groups. Uchi and soto
originate from the ie system, a traditional family model in which the extended family is taken
care of by an eldest male of the house. Because Japanese families continue to live in the ie
system, the strong norm of unity creates and maintains the notions of uchi and soto in Japanese
society. Uchi and soto not only divide Japanese people and gaikokujin, but also minority groups
of people such as Ainu and Ryukyuans.
Japanese people who make up the majority of the population in Japan are referred to
wajin (Bukh, 2010, p. 37) or Yamato (Hara, 2007, p. 101) meaning “the mainland Japanese”
when compared to the indigenous Ainu and Ryukyuans. The Ainu traditionally lived by hunting
and gathering in the northern parts of Japan, Hokkaido and Honshu (Watson, 2010). The
Japanese government relocated the Ainu while forcing them to assimilate with the dominant
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Japanese race to prevent Russian invasion in 1872 (Watson, 2010). Buhk (2010) suggests that
Japan’s inferiority toward the West places Ainu people lower in the cultural hierarchy in order to
be seen as a civilized country among the Western nations including Russia. Assimilating Ainu
people into the civilized Japan was considered necessary for the Japanese race to earn equal
human status in the Western world (Buhk, 2010). Although the relocation and Japanization
diminished the Ainu’s original ways of life, many Japanese people consider Ainu different from
themselves and separate their modern daily lives (Buhk, 2010). As minorities in Japanese
society, the indigenous must navigate Japan by learning and using the dominant language,
assimilating into the dominant culture, and adopting wajin values while facing social and
institutional discrimination (Watson, 2010). Similarly, Ryukyuans, another minority, had to
assimilate with the dominant Japanese norms.
Okinawa is the area where more than 200 islands line up between the southern island of
Japan and Taiwan. The Satsuma feudal domain from the south mainland served the ruler of
Japan, Tokugawa shogunate, and invaded Okinawa, which used to be the Ryukyuan Kingdom in
1609 (Hara, 2007; Angst, 1997). Although the Ryukyuan Kingdom kept political and economic
independence, the kingdom became a vassal to the Satsuma. Hara (2007) states that the Ryukyu
Kingdom was extinguished and turned into a Japanese prefecture, Okinawa, in 1879 as the
“South Gate for guarding the Main House of Japan, Yamato” (p. 103) from the Western nations.
Angst (1997) states that Okinawans became “Japanese;” however, their position was socially and
economically inferior to Yamato people. Similar to the assimilating Ainu, Japan Japanized
Okinawans at school until Japan changed its course to preserve Okinawan customs after 1895.
Okinawan people’s hardships were caused not only by the Yamato but also by the United States
of America. Hara (2007) argues that Okinawa received tremendous damage in the battle of
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Okinawa with the U.S. in 1945 and suffered from U.S. control lasting for 26 years, causing
drastic changes in Okinawan society. Even after Japan regained authority over Okinawa in 1972,
Okinawa continued holding U.S. military bases. Hara further emphasizes Okinawans’ hardships
suffering from problems with the U.S. military such as the rape of a schoolgirl by three U.S.
American military personnel in 1995. The incident indicates that these personnel considered
local Okinawans as lesser than themselves, and it was OK to sexually abuse them. Ryukyuans
are viewed as inferior by Yamato people, similar to the indigenous Ainu. Both ethnic minorities
lost their lands and were forced to be “Japanese” because Japan needed to protect the mainland
from the Western world. Although the indigenous reside in Japan, Japan has treated them as
gaikokujins to establish the image of Japan as a homogeneous country (Narzary, 2004). Kawai
(2015) suggests that the Japanese appropriated the white strategy of framing the minorities as
“‘backward’ or ‘primitive’” (p. 28) and placing themselves as “‘advanced’ or ‘civilised’” (p. 28)
in the Japanese racial hierarchy. Japanese people emphasize harmony in their relationships with
in-group people for a sense of security while excluding the ethnic minorities and outsiders from
other countries. Although cross-national marriage was not rare in Japan, the ie system
unwelcomed gaikokujins because of heritage (Piper, 1997). No matter how long non-Japanese
people live in Japan or how well they adapt to Japanese culture, many Japanese people consider
non-Japanese nationals as gaikokujins based on their “blood-tie” (Kawai, 2015, p. 32),
appearance, habit, or language (Ishii, 2001).
Gaikokujin and Racial Hierarchy in Japan
Japanese people simultaneously are welcoming and non-welcoming to
marebito/ijin/gaijin who are similar to gaikokujin (Ishii, 2001). Gaijin and gaikokujin are
commonly used to address all non-Japanese nationals including Korean and Chinese residents of
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Japan. Kamoto (1996) addresses discrimination and prejudice against permanent ethnic Korean
residents who live in Japan who share similar cultural and linguistic backgrounds with Japanese
people. In addition, hafu, half in English, meaning people who have Japanese and gaikokujin
heritages, were not able to have Japanese citizenship until 1984. Although African-Japanese biracial children tend to speak only Japanese living in Japan, they are easily targeted for
discrimination by Japanese people because they stand out more compared to Asian or Western
bi-racial children (Schans, 2012). For example, Kimura (2020) conducts a critical textual
analysis on the documentary, Hafu: The Mixed-Race Experience in Japan, and reports on a
Ghanaian-Japanese man’s experience being visibly hafu-black living in Japan. Kimura suggests
because of his gaikokujin and black appearance, he has been viewed and treated differently by
Japanese people. Japanese people who are able to physically identify hafus based on their
appearance may also treat hafus differently from those who are able to pass as non-mixed.
Differential treatment from Japanese people may impact the way hafu’s navigate their own
identities. Similarly, Ishii suggests that gaikokujins’ children are also treated as gaikokujin or
gaijin by Japanese people despite being born and raised in Japan or possessing Japanese
citizenship because possessions of pure Japanese blood determine Japaneseness (Narzary, 2004).
Japaneseness is tied to Japanese identity which is identified with Japanese blood but also with
physical features, skin color, and culture which is notable and different from the West and the
rest of the East (Kawai, 2015). With adapting the concept of western hierarchical system, the
Japanese perpetuates its superiority by placing themselves in the position of “the white race”
(Kawai, p. 28) and placing others below in the Japanese racial hierarchy. Japanese people
distinguish strangers and foreigners based on race, physical appearance, culture, and nationality
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(Ishii, 2001). Japan has a history of excluding foreigners since Japan was disconnected from the
majority of the world (Tanabe, 2008).
The arrival of the black ship at the port of Uraga in 1853 opened Japan to the United
States and caused Japan to realize the importance of modernization. The encounters with
American battle ships threatened Japanese people by showing off the greater power to the unmodernized Japan. Modernization, struggles with racism from the Western world, expansion
over Asian countries, and defeats of World War II strongly impacted Japan’s view on race. After
opening the country to the world, the Japanese government created the Europeanization policy in
order to catch up with the West while trying to be closer to whiteness (Tanabe, 2008). Zachmann
(2011) argues that Japan learned to catch up with “civilization” by following the Western power
while struggling to overcome racism from the Western countries. After the Western nations
admitted Japan was civilized, Japan aimed to expand imperial power over other Asian countries
like the western nations. Contrary to the expectations of the West, Japan won the Shino-Japanese
War in 1894 and gained confidence as one of the civilized countries. However, Japan knew that
its people were treated as racially inferior to the Westerners. Aiming to fight against racial
inequality, Japan built the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere in order to distinguish
themselves from the Western powers (Tanabe, 2008). Tanabe argues that Japan addressed the
United States and Britain as kichiku, brutes, while Japan colonized other Asian countries.
According to Zachmann (2011), Japan learned how to civilize their country through “the spirit of
expansion, including racism (p. 255),” from Britain. Under the Japanese colonization, Korean
and Taiwanese people were to assimilate into Japanese nationals. Tanabe suggests that losing
World War II left Japan a sense of seikou toutei, placing Japan inferior to the West and superior
toward the East.
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Seikou toutei appears in Japanese people’s daily lives. Ohtsuki (2009) surveyed 200
participants to reveal how Japanese people categorize “foreigners” and develop perceptions of
them depending on where they are from. Ohtsuki found that most participants felt comfortable
having more Westerners such as U.S. Americans and Western Europeans in their neighborhood.
In this study, Ohtsuki indicated that over 60% of participants presented their objections to having
more Asians in their neighborhood. The notion of seitou toutei indicates that white superiority
evokes comfortability and closeness toward Westerners while the Japanese inferiority views on
other Asian countries elicits a desire to separate themselves from non-Japanese Asian
gaikokujins. Tanabe (2008) suggests that seikou toutei is structured because the Western nations
are wealthy and developed while non-Western nations are poor, developing, and colonized by
the West. Similarly, Sekimoto (2014) described her associations of a sense of “freedom” and
“upward mobility” (p. 388) with the West when she was a student studying English. The
Japanese government educational policies aim for the “internationalization” (p. 388) of Japan
through education while nurturing the sense of white superiority in Japanese youth.
Rivers and Ross’ (2013) study also reveals that white superiority and ideology of
inferiority to the white race influences Japanese college students’ preference for their English
teachers. Rivers and Ross measured Japanese students’ racial preferences among white, black,
and Asian English Language Teachers (ELT), and found that white teachers are the most
desirable than black and Asian teachers. The data indicates that the most ideal ELT teachers are
white males in their 30s with conversational Japanese language fluency and 5 to 10 years
teaching experience. Although the findings do not indicate Japanese students’ preference
between black and Asian teachers, the superiority of white teachers is noteworthy.
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Media influence how people view other people and the world. Tanabe (2008) surveyed
Japanese people regarding their views on people from 20 different countries. Although the
findings indicate the overall seikou toutei, Tanabe suggests media influence how Japanese people
perceive their own and other’s nations, cultures, and people. Japanese people view themselves as
superior to other Asians while inferior toward the West. Prieler’s (2010) study on Japanese
commercials also reveals that Japanese media represents Japanese people as inferior to whites
while superior to other people of color who are racially different from them. Prieler found that
white people appear the most in the commercials and represent positive and prestigious product
images. Similarly, East Asian celebrities are also ideal figures for projecting positive images of
products. Prieler suggests that, specifically, Korean men are viewed as others and different from
Japanese men but are preferred by Japanese women because of the Korean wave 3 in Japan. The
representation of Asian beauty also appears in Japanese commercials to regain pride in Japanese
people. Prieler found that black people are also otherized in media representations; they are
viewed negatively because of their skin tone (Russell, 2017). Other people from different parts of
Asia, Oceania, and Central and South America appear 0.9% as “invisible” (p. 520) Others. Their
physical looks label them as exotic strangers. Racialized and sociohistorical attitudes of Japanese
people nurture whiteness, the dominance of ideological white race, and the racial hierarchy in
Japan (Rivers & Ross, 2013). The racial hierarchy and perceptions of Others may influence how
Japanese people choose their gaikokujin partners and treat them differently.
Kokusai Kekkon and Racial Hierarchy
International marriages between Japanese women and American soldiers were popular
after World War II (Piper, 1997). International marriage between Japanese women and U.S.
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Korean popular culture has gained popularity in Japan since 2003.
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Americans is still present (Schans, 2012). The Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare (2016)
reported that five times more Japanese women married American nationals than Japanese men in
2015. According to Nippon Communications Foundation (2018), the most popular non-Japanese
husbands are from Korea (25.7%), followed by America (16.7%), China (12.5%), Brazil (5%),
and Great Britain (3.9%). The largest number of non-Japanese wives are from China (37.2%),
Philippines (22.7%), Korea (13.7%), Thailand (6.5%), and the United States (1.7%). While
Japanese men get married to wives mainly from Asia, Japanese women marry husbands from not
only Asia, but also Western countries. The statistics indicate explicit Asian preferences of
Japanese men and European preferences of Japanese women for their life partners that reflect
seikou toutei. Because ie system requires men to be in charge of the family, Japanese men may
feel more comfortable choosing Asian partners whose countries of origin are considered
economically under-developed, which may help them gain more authority. While Japanese men
preserve their family system in Japan, more Japanese women may choose European husbands
who are considered culturally, financially, and physically more attractive than non-white men.
Kelsky (2001) suggests that international Japanese women seek better opportunities in
the West to free themselves from the traditional family system and oppressive male-dominant
institutions. Kelsky further argues that Japanese women look for white men as romantic life
partners not only because white men are presented as “sensitive, refined, and without sexism” (p.
421), but also because they are portrayed as more supportive of their life choices unlike Japanese
men. Prieler’s (2010) findings also suggest that the representation of white men in Japanese
media—kind, affectionate, and romantic—are ideal for Japanese women. Kelsky (2001) also
suggests that Japanese women are attracted to whites because white men are given raceless
individuality while black men are racialized. The racial transcendence of white men is
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exemplified by the Japanese wives who oppose Kelsky’s work about yellow cabs by claiming “I
love (their white partner’s name) because he is (the partner’s name), not because he is White!”
(p. 422). Yellow cabs are a subcultural group of Japanese women who are viewed as “‘yellow’
and ‘as easy to ride as taxis’” (p. 420) by U.S. American military personnel. In the Japanese
wives’ discourse, Kelsky suggests white men’s ‘racelessness’ (p. 422) works to make Japanese
women feel connected with their men. This is to say, Japanese women feel white men are the
same as them because they do not need to acknowledge race in their relationships. The racial
power of whites allows Japanese women to not only gain residency in Western nations, but it
also allows upward social mobility through marrying to a westerner. Conversely, Kelsky found
that white women who are married to Japanese men tend to be viewed as miserable or “mentally
ill” (p. 424), because Japanese men are considered racially and sexually unattractive in the world
hierarchy. The white superiority in social structures projects white men and Japanese women as
desirable pairs while signaling revulsion against romantic relationships between Japanese men
and white women.
Cross-national dating and marriage with people of color in Japan is influenced by white
superiority. Schans (2012) conducts interviews with Japanese women whose husbands are SubSaharan African residents in Japan. She reveals that African immigrants experience
discrimination and prejudice because of Japanese media representations of 3rd World nations.
Schans’ found that several respondents pretend to be African Americans to attract Japanese
women because they are considered cooler than Africans. Moreover, African-Japanese couples
experience mistreatment from Japanese wives’ families and friends because African husbands
are from developing countries and different cultures. “The Black boom” (Kelsky, 2001, p. 420)
which resulted in Japanese women dating thousands of African American military men in 1980s
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indicates that black American men are more popular than African men in Japan. “The Black
boom” refers to “a fascination with the aural and visual styles (the sounds, movements, body
language, and outfits) and an African American symbolic presence signaled by fetishizing black
among Japanese youth” (Cornyetz, 1994, p. 114). Country of origin places black people
differently in the Japanese racial hierarchy. African men and their Japanese wives face
challenges that white and Japanese couples do not experience because of their race, home
countries, and culture (Schans, 2012).
Japanese women’s spouse selections are more racially, ethnically, and nationally diverse
than Japanese men. Schans (2012) argues that international marriage between Japanese men and
Asian women is popular because more Japanese women are independent. After marrying
Japanese men, diasporic Asian brides are expected to follow gender roles set by their Japanese
families (Piper, 1997). Piper conducted face-to face interviews with 14 Filipina wives who came
to Japan for better job opportunities by working as hostesses or entertainers at snack bars and
clubs. Piper’s found that Filipinas are likely viewed as night entertainment workers or brides
who marry Japanese men for social mobility. Because the Japanese media portray the Philippines
as poor and Filipinas are gold diggers, Asian women who live in Japan likely encounter
discrimination based on race, sex, and negative stereotypes about their home countries.
Race, culture, and nationality influence selections of gaikokujin romantic partners while
eliciting challenges among international couples in Japan. International marriage may create
more conflicts with Japanese parents and families than endogamy. Romano (2008) states that
European families are prone to raise their children to be independent while Asian families
require their children to be responsible to their parents and extended families even when they are
adults. Families in Asian countries may disapprove their children’s spouses because sons and
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daughters-in-law will join their families. Romano suggests that Japanese families may not
approve of cross-national marriage because some of them view international marriage in their
families as shameful. Japanese families may try to stop international couples’ relationships by
using money. Takeshita (1998) examines the degree of international marriage acceptance among
the parents of Japanese wives and Western and Asian husbands. Takeshita found that both
Japanese and Western parents of married couples are more likely to accept their children’s
marriages than Japanese and non-Japanese Asian parents. In addition, more Japanese parents
disagree with intercultural marriages with non-Japanese Asian husbands than Asian parents.
Takeshita suggests that Japanese parents’ might disagree with their children’s international
marriages because of Japanese prejudices against other Asian people. In addition, racial
perceptions of Japanese people influenced by white superiority have an impact on Japanese
children’s international marriages.
Ishii (2001) also suggests that unwelcoming communication toward gaikokujins might
attribute to the unwillingness of Japanese people to communicate with gaikokujins. The Japanese
uchi system and perceptions of gaikokujins based on seiko toutei influence cross-national
marriage and relationships among couples and their Japanese families. Japanese people’s
attitudes and feelings toward non-Japanese people and the uncertainty and anxiety that Japanese
people feel when interacting with those who are from different background may also affect
Japanese families’ view on international marriage in their families.
Theoretical Framework
According to Nakayama and Krizek’s (1995), whiteness is referred to as “the position of
an uninterrogated space” (p. 293). Dyer (2012) illustrates the invisibility of whiteness as the
racelessness of white people in comparison with raced others. The notion of racelessness grants
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whites the power in “the human race,” (p. 10) whose values and standards are considered normal
in the world. This is to say, Nakayama and Krizek (1995) suggest that whiteness has been an
invisible social system which constructs norms through normalizing white experiences and
communication. For example, although English is not an official language of the United States,
governmental documents are recorded in English and English is the common language spoken
everywhere including educational institutions and business organizations. While the universality
of whiteness perpetuates its invisibility to whites (Nakayama & Krizek), for people of color,
demonstrating whiteness through adapting white American communication practices is crucial
for obtaining equivalent access of the dominant whites (Sekimoto, 2014). American citizens and
migrants are expected to possess adequate “standard” white American English-speaking abilities
and communication styles to live, interact with others, and get an education and reasonable jobs
in the United States. Correspondingly, whiteness is not an unusual phenomenon in non-Western
countries. The normalized whiteness is not only unquestionable to many white people but also to
Japanese people who have strong white American influences. For example, my Japanese friend
who is a cultural exchange program coordinator arranged a U.S. American professor’s visit at a
Japanese university. The university staff was shocked because the professor was black. The staff
complained to my friend by saying, “We didn’t know the professor is black. Why didn’t you tell
us?” The university was expecting a white professor because they asked for an “American”
professor. The expectation of U.S. Americans as whites exemplifies whiteness as invisible,
unconceived, and natural in the social world (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995). White people are “just
people” (Dyer, 2012, p. 8) and their race is not mentioned while people of color are racialized.
The Japanese staff’s discourse also exemplifies white superiority and inferiority of people of
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color in the Japanese racial hierarchy. Race influences social norms, interactions with others, and
how individuals perceive themselves (Moon, 2009).
Whiteness has traveled to non-European countries through the migration of white people
and through the transmission mass media creating the racial system of privilege in the world.
According to Mills (2012), by the early 20th century, almost all non-white nations in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America were colonized and ruled by whites. With the ideology of white
superiority, the colonizers labeled the colonized as “subjective race[s]” (Mills, p. 96), “natural”
or “savage” (Allen, 2001, p. 478), and justified their exploitation of the colonized. Even after
World War II and when the colonized nations gained their independence, globalized white
supremacy preserved the racial division and the uneven power relationships between whites and
non-whites (Allen, 2001; Mills, 2012). Allen defines white supremacy as the racial hierarchical
system which perpetuates white power and privilege while emasculating non-whites around the
world. Allen argues globalization underscores social policies and ideologies that sustain white
supremacist political, social, and economical domination. Mills further suggests that the global
economy is governed by the former colonizers, the white international corporations, and
financial institutions with the exception of Japan. For example, international corporations may
move their manufactures to former colonies where cheap labor sustains their capital by
exploiting marginalized groups. The globalized world we reside in has inherited the legacy of
white racism, exploitation of non-whites, and European and the U.S. domination (Mills, 2012;
Allen, 2001). Allen’s globalization of white supremacy assumes Japan, one of the few
uncolonized nations, has to manage to not only escape from being colonized (Christian, 2019;
Mills, 2012) but also to operate in the racialized organization which is producing and
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maintaining the normality of standard social and political lives based on white perspectives
(Moon, 2009).
Christian (2019) elaborates on the globalization of white supremacy through the idea of
global critical race theory to understand global white supremacist structures as “all geographies
and national racialized social systems but in different, nuanced, and indirect forms” (p. 170). The
global critical race theory and racism framework explains the history and global dimensions of
the social, racial, and national systems, including state, economy, institutions, discourses, and
representations, that reveal national disposition of a globalized white supremacy. The global
critical race theory and racism framework will map out how Japan established its position in the
globalized world and how the Japanese standpoint may influence Japanese perspectives of whites
as desirable and non-white others as undesirable.
Christian (2019) states the analysis on histories of the world unveils how the present
practices and global systems are formed and influenced by the colonial powers. When Japan
opened the country to the western world, Japan had no choice but to protect themselves by
rejecting the dominant Western countries. Japanese people acquired white standards and learned
that they were uncivilized and under-developed in white eyes (Zachmann, 2011). Japan wanted
to catch up economically, culturally, socially with the dominant western nations in order to be
accepted as a civilized nation and to avoid colonization. Japan was at risk of being colonized like
almost all other countries in the world by not centering whiteness.
Once Japan was accepted as civilized by the West, Japan expanded as other western
nations did (Zachmman, 2011). Japan colonized part of China, Korea, and Southeast Asian
countries following the idea of white expansion. Despite becoming “civilized,” Japan struggled
with discrimination from the West and extrication of being inferior among the western nations
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(Zachmann, 2011). Japan learned that the western nations would not accept Japan as the West
because of its non-white and former uncivilized statuses. The establishment of the Greater East
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, which was viewed as “a threat to the global white supremacy”
(Mills, 2012, p. 99), served as not only a sign of separation from the West but also separation
from the rest of Asia. Although Japan primarily sought its independence through avoiding
assimilation into the Western world (Bonnet, 2002), the success of the modernization provided
Japan with a sense of superiority over the rest of Asian countries.
After World War II, Japan was under U.S. American occupation for six years under
General Douglas MacArthur whose mission was to reconstruct the country and protect Japan
from the influences of Russia and communism. MacArthur made sure that the U.S. was the only
country to stay in Japan until the San Francisco Peace Treaty was signed (Leavitt, 2015). In the
process of reconstruction under McArthur, the U.S. created the Japanese constitution and
removed Shintoist indoctrination at Japanese schools (Leavitt, 2015). As a result, Japanese
people struggled with losing their national religion, Shinto, from their education. Moreover,
McArthur allowed foreign missionaries to enter Japan before anyone else because he believed
democracy could not prevail without Christianity. Even after Japan was released from the U.S.
occupation, Japan kept, and keeps, U.S. military bases for the purpose of national security. It is
common to hear some Japanese politicians and locals say, “America will protect us if neighbors
attack us” (Kitamura, 2017). The discourse exhibits not only Japan’s reliance on the U.S., but
also exemplifies the power relations between the U.S. and Japan. Bonnet (2002) suggests that
because Japan was accepted to be a central player financially and economically in Western
capitalism, having “Western identity” (p. 95) became a part of Japanese identity. Throughout
history, whiteness and globalized white supremacy influence not only Japan politically,
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economically, and socially but Japanese identity as inferior to the West and superior toward the
East with a sense of the West as well. Similarly, Western media influence social and political
systems and ways of lives of the Japanese.
The advancement in technology and transportation influences the globalization of white
supremacy through exporting the U.S. Media and popular culture. Moon (2009) argues that
whiteness can be seen in popular cultures, education, and intercultural communication in
countries where whites are not the dominant race. White people appear everywhere in the U.S.
media such as movies, news, and commercials (Dyer, 2012). People in different countries may
learn that European American culture is the norm in the United States through dominant white
American media and popular culture. The U.S. media which reflected whiteness and included
unfavorable stereotypes of non-whites works to deracialize the white race and produce aspiration
toward whites while marking blacks as negatively different from Japanese people (Russell,
2017). Russell (2017) investigated the depictions of whites in the Japanese media and popular
culture in newspapers, commercials, and magazines collected from 1992 to 2016. In the U.S.
media, white bodies are depicted as “positive and attractive, empowering those who possess
them in ways substantially different from those who have ‘nonwhite’ characteristics” (p. 24).
Therefore, positive image of whites represented in media influence how Japanese people view
white people more favorably while treating non-white people less favorably (Prieler, 2010).
White superiority of globalization and global critical race theory underscore how
whiteness and globalized white supremacy influence Japanese perceptions of themselves as
inferior toward whites, but superior to non-white Others through seeing themselves as one of the
West. Japanese experiences with whites and media representations of gaikokujins and other
countries in the globalized world influence Japanese people’s communication toward
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gaikokujins. Japanese families’ perspectives of their U.S. American family members and
treatments toward them may change based on the Japanese racial hierarchy. This study will
analyze Japanese spouses and their family’s discourse regarding international marriage with U.S.
Americans.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHOD
This study aims to reveal Japanese nationals’ personal worldviews and similar and
different experiences among the group of individuals who share appropriate experiences for
research purposes (Tracy, 2013). Tracy (2013) states that qualitative research is suitable for
understanding individuals’ “unseen” (p. 152) life experiences, feelings, and issues. Droogsma
(2007) states that in-depth personal interviews allow her participants to feel comfortable sharing
their stories without limiting their stories. For instance, Droogsma conducts in-depth interviews
with Muslim women in the U.S. to reveal why they wear a veil and how veils play an important
role in their lives through expressing their feelings, experiences, and worldviews. Although
women with veils have been considered oppressed by dominant others, Droogsma’s research
uncovers how hijabs shape veiled women’s identities as proud Muslim women while providing
control over their life choices and empowerment to resistance against mistreatment by men.
Similarly, in-depth interviews may help Japanese participants feel more comfortable sharing
their experiences and feelings regarding their cross-national marriage with U.S. Americans
which can unveil Japanese identity and racial preferences based on the Japanese racial hierarchy.
Tracy (2013) suggests that interviews highlight participants’ perspectives and experiences
through telling their stories. Interviews allow researchers to learn information regarding issues
that cannot be revealed only using observation. Interviews also allow researchers to clarify
understanding of participants’ stories and help participants tell their stories further through
follow-up questions (Tracy, 2013). This study aims to investigate how Japanese families feel,
understand, and talk about international marriage within their family. In addition, the study aims
to discover how Japanese families talk about U.S. American sons- and daughters-in-law while
unveiling their racial and ethnic preferences regarding their gaikokujin family members. Because
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the purpose of the study is to uncover Japanese families’ perspectives and feelings regarding
non-Japanese family members, their life stories may be sensitive. Thus, the semi-structure
interview approach is the suitable approach for this study.
Participants
The participants for this study are Japanese nationals who married U.S. Americans and
live in America or Japan. I recruited 18 participants through snowball sampling, which allows
researchers to ask their participants to recommend their family, friends, colleagues, or people to
participate in interviews (Tracy, 2013). Snowball sampling is suitable for the study because the
respondents choose other respondents who meet requirements for the study while connecting
researchers with “difficult-to access or hidden populations” (Tracy, 2013, p. 136). The
participants for this study were recruited through a public recruitment script on Facebook and
those participants referred the study to other people who might be interested in participating. I
interviewed 13 female and five male individuals. Seven female and all five male participants
married white Americans and six female participants married non-white Americans including
four African/black, one Asian, and one Middle Eastern. Fourteen participants lived across the
U.S. except one female Japanese national. The 18 participants range in age from 27 to 67. Two
possess or are pursuing a doctoral degree, five possess master’s degrees, seven possess or are
pursuing a bachelor’s degree, three possess technical diplomas, and one possesses a high school
diploma. Occupationally, the participants consist of four office workers, one business owner, one
spiritual leader, four freelance workers, five stay-at-home spouses, two essential workers, and
one graduate student. Their lengths of marriage rage from 1 to 35 years and 16 participants have
children.
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Interview Design
Dumay (2011) argues that interviewers and interviewees may not share the same cultural
meanings even though both sides speak the same language. In this study, semi-structured
interview method was used to allow the researcher to ask follow-up questions, collect in-depth
data, and clarify participants’ stories while developing rapport in order to create a safe
environment to tell personal stories (Tracy, 2013). Through semi-structured interviews, I
developed an interview protocol and guide (see appendix I) including interview questions and a
section for taking note of nonverbal cues. The interview guide is comprised of interview
questions such as respondents’ hometowns, their Japanese families’ reactions to their crossnational marriages, frequencies of visiting their Japanese families with their gaikokujin spouses,
interactions among their Japanese family members and their spouses, and respondents’ view on
race or ethnicity. I selected several questions from the interview guide and asked follow-up
questions to clarify respondents’ stories or look for more details in their stories.
Bochner and Ellis (2003) suggest that interviewees and interviewers should ask questions
to one another because interviews are the collaborative process (as cited in Tracy, 2013). The
friendship model of interviewing suggested by Oakley (1981) encourages researchers to share
their own experiences and perspectives with interviewees because the collaborative interactions
may help interviewees feel like they are talking with friends and taking equal control over
interviews (as cited in Tracy, 2013). Thus, I employed both the collaborative/interactive
interviewing stance and the friendship model of interviewing so that everyone may feel more
comfortable talking while having the freedom to ask questions as if they were with friends. With
a comfortable and safe interview environment, participants were encouraged to talk about their
families’ racial and ethnic preferences regarding their family members.
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Procedures
I conducted 18 in-depth personal interviews in private spaces such as their office, or
online meeting room. Although online interviews may not show clear body language and
appearance (Tracy 2013), having online interviews via Zoom was ideal when interviewees live in
different states or countries from the researcher. I arrived at a meeting place 30 minutes prior to
interviews to secure a quiet space free from interruption. I developed rapport with participants by
greeting and welcoming them and engaging in small talk. Before starting interviews, I explained
the purpose and objective of the study and asked the participants to sign the consent form. Each
participant submitted their informed consent forms to me in person or via e-mail. The
Institutional Review Board at Minnesota State University, Mankato approved of the data
collection method and procedures for this study.
I recorded all the interviews using an audio recorder and transcribed the interviews wordfor-word in a Microsoft Word document. I also transcribed nonverbal communication including
pauses, laughter, eye contact, and signs. After transcribing each interview, I coded transcriptions
by identifying and imparting significant words, sentences, and phrases, defining and redefining
the data within the context of the research, and restructuring them together (Castleberry & Nolen,
2018). In the first-level coding phase, I coded words and phrases based on “concept, belief,
action, theme, culture, practice, or relationship” (Tracy, 2013, p. 189) while identifying
categories in which the codes belong. I identified “who, what, and where” (Tracy, 2013, p. 189)
in the data rather than reasons. While coding the data, I created a new code or revised existing
codes when similar data appeared. I created a codebook to organize codes, definitions, and
examples for data analysis (Tracy, 2013). In the second-level coding phase, I identified thematic
patterns, interpreted codes, and categorized various codes into hierarchical orders with “why”
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and “how” the data are important (Tracy, 2013). I also created a thematic map including key
codes and themes for data analysis (Castleberry & Nolen, 2018). With the codebook and
thematic map, I interpreted respondents’ experiences, beliefs, and emotions while connecting
with the research questions and purpose of the study (Castleberry & Nolen, 2018). I discuss how
the themes and codes are interpreted and offer conclusions of phenomena.
For data analysis, I used thematic analysis which is a common methodological approach
for qualitative research (Castleberry & Nolen, 2018). Thematic analysis is the suitable approach
because it allows the researcher to better understand how phenomena are developed by
individuals’ behaviors and discover individuals’ worldviews, values, and reasons that contribute
to the phenomena (Castleberry & Nolen). In this study, I used Owen’s (1984) thematic
interpretation technique on the recorded interview data to uncover “a more complex nature of
relationships” (p. 286). Thematic interpretation includes three principles: “recurrence, repetition,
and forcefulness” (Owen, 1984, p. 275). Recurrence refers different expressions that imply the
same meaning within the codes. Repetition associates with repeated words. Forcefulness
involves nonverbal expressions such as tone of the voice and pausing to emphasize or dismiss
verbalized descriptions. The three principles helped the researcher create themes from the codes
and interpret and examine implicit and explicit themes to reveal participants’ worldviews (Owen,
1984). In the coding process, I anticipated words, phrases, and sentences regarding relationships
and interactions among the participants’ families and spouses that are repeated or expressed
differently while meaning the same thing. I identified common codes and themes in the data and
interpreted Japanese families’ beliefs, views on gaikokujin family members, racial and ethnic
preference, and Japanese spouses’ worldviews and experiences regarding race in the study. For
instance, I found that most Japanese spouses of non-white Americans acknowledge how race
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influences their families’ acceptance or rejection to their marriage while those who married
whites do not. Overall, several thematic categories focused on Japanese people’s view on
gaikokujins and Japanese identity and how their (in)visible views on race emerged.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Japanese Views on Gaikokujins in Japan
In this section, I will analyze the 18 interviews with Japanese nationals who married U.S.
Americans. The thematic analysis of the interview data revealed themes including treatment
toward gaikokujins, English education and media influence on perceptions of gaikokujins, and
Japanese perceptions of non-Japanese Asians and other gaikokujins.
Treatment toward Gaikokujins.
This section will analyzes the participants and their gaikokujin spouses’ experiences
staying in Japan. I will discuss how Japaneseness secures Japanese people as the dominant
residents while treating gaikokujins differently based on race, appearance, language, and
nationality. Treatment toward gaikokujin could make foreigners and hafu Japanese individuals
who do not look Japanese feel different, ignored, and excluded by Japanese people and society. I
will also examine the participants’ discourses about their experiences and observations about
Japanese English education, media, and Japanese history to reveal their racial perceptions and
feelings that some Japanese people hold toward foreigners based on race and country of origin.
Passive Treatment
While with their U.S. American spouses, many participants talked about how they stood
out and received different treatment from Japanese locals except in some areas where U.S.
military personnel were stationed. For instance, although Megumi’s husband does not work for
the military, he and their hafu children can easily blend in her hometown community on the U.S.
military base. Megumi expressed the insignificance of having gaikokujins and hafu-Japanese
children who look non-Japanese in that area:
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佐世保は軍隊、あの軍人さんが多いせいであんまり珍しくないんですよね。だか
らあんまり…素通りですね、佐世保では。今ハーフの子もいっぱい歩いてる。
「また歩いてる」っていう感じ。
[Due to the U.S. military and its personnel in Sasebo, seeing foreigners is not unusual.
That is why… the Japanese locals pass by my husband and kids without stopping. Now,
many hafu children walk around there. The locals may think, “Hafu Japanese children
walk by again.”]
The U.S. military base allows Japanese locals to feel indifferent to foreigners because
living closely with gaikokujins and hafu children is the norm in the community. However, some
locals do not welcome the U.S. service persons. As Asami noted in talking about her husband’s
daily experiences working on the U.S. military base:
割とやっぱり基地周辺で生活するって、外国人慣れしてるんですよね、その土地
の人がやっぱり横須賀も。なので、特別差別とか、そういった経験はないですけ
ど、やっぱり嫌なのは、あの、プロテスト。 基地の前にいるんですよ。プラカ
ード…何て言うんですか。看板みたいなの持って、「アメリカの基地、撤退し
ろ」とか。多分それで嫌な思いをしたと思いますけど、でもそれまあ、「いつも
の人」みたいな。
[It’s easy to imagine, Japanese locals living around the U.S. military base in Yokosuka
get used to foreigners. So, my husband didn’t experience any discrimination, but he
didn’t like, ah protests. Protesters are in front of the base with placards. What is that…
They hold signboards stating “Withdraw, the U.S. military” and so on. He may have felt
uncomfortable, but he also thought “They are the regulars.”]
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Megumi and Asami’s descriptions of Japanese locals living near U.S. military base
illustrate that because they see gaikokujins and hafu-children daily, they stop paying attention to
people who do not look Japanese. Blending in Japanese community may provide gaikokujins and
hafu-children more comfortable feel even living in Japan.
Outside of big cities and the U.S. military base areas, gaikokujins’ non-Japanese
appearance draw attention from Japanese locals. Yuta mentioned the scene as “田舎の方行った
ら見られたり…ずっと見られたり。 [If we go to rural areas, we were stared at… stared for a
long time by the locals].” Local’s staring implies that identifying something different from them,
and people’s eyes can make foreigners feel uncomfortable.
Ren, likewise, described his wife’s experience at a small medical clinic in a smaller city
of Japan as an eye-opening moment for his wife:
They were like that all the nurses came to watch us like “A white person! We've never
seen a white person!” Right? She was really embarrassed. “Ah, everybody's watching
me” but that's I think that was her first time noticing like “I'm the minority,” you know.
Not felt minority the entire time [in America].
Ren and his wife still find it funny and talk about this as a good experience. Ren’s wife
does not attract attention from locals in the U.S. thanks to her race, yet her appearance in Japan
draws attention and excitement from others. Although Ren and his hafu-children continually
stand out and even receive “microaggression comments” in their U.S. community, Ren’s wife
may not witness her Asian families’ experiences. Ren’s wife’s experience being a white minority
in Japan and Ren’s everyday reality being an Asian in the U.S. may be somewhat incongruous;
however, this experience helped his wife imagine how ethnic minorities including her husband
and her hafu-children may go through daily in the U.S.
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Non-Japanese appearance is a signifier for distinguishing Japanese people from others.
Non-Japanese languages are also identifiers of foreigners. Hiromi understood that Japanese train
passengers’ use with their eyes communicate, “こいつら違うな [They are different]” about her
hafu sons because they spoke English and the passengers’ looked at her sons. She noted:
やっぱりその、acting も大分違うよね、日本の中にいると浮くよね。こっちの子
たち特有のなんていうか自由奔放な的な…そういうのが電車乗ってて英語ペチャ
クチャ喋りながらなんか「あー可愛いね」って感じで。
[Well, my sons’ behaviors are different from Japanese ones, and they stand out in Japan.
They act like the typical freewheeling… they were chatting in English on the train and
Japanese passengers were like “Ah, they are cute.”]
In Yuta, Ren, and Yuko’s experiences, they talk about drawing attention from Japanese
people when they were with their spouses or children. This indicates that there are less
opportunities for Japanese locals to be in contact with people who noticeably look and sound
different from themselves. Through nonverbal behaviors, some Japanese locals differentiate
themselves from people who are culturally and physically different. Although drawing attention
from Japanese people seems harmless, some gaikokujins and hafu children may feel
uncomfortable standing out in the community while acknowledging they are viewed as different
from Japanese people.
Passive Aggressive Treatment
Some Japanese people may gaze at gaikokujins because of their appearance and language
differ from theirs. Treatment toward gaikokujins also takes a form of ignoring. Ignoring the
behaviors of a person indicates that people acknowledge their existence while letting them know
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that they choose not to engage in any contact because the person is not worth the time and
energy. Asami talked about Japanese people’s usual ignoring behavior toward her husband:
ホテルのチェックインをする時も、やっぱり旦那は無視ですよね、基本。一緒に
カウンターに入ってるのに、夫とは話そうとはしないですよね。ふふふ。見た目
だけで喋れないと、やっぱり決めつけちゃうのか。やっぱり向こうの方が、英語
が喋れないからじゃあ日本人の方に話しかけるのか。元々電話の予約が私の名前
だったからなのか。
[Even when checking in at hotels, the clerks still ignore my husband, basically. He is with
me at the counter, they try not to talk with him (chuckling). As expected, I wonder if they
decide that he doesn’t speak Japanese, or they choose to speak to the Japanese because
they can’t speak English. Or, because our reservations are originally under my name.]
Asami’s understanding of the ignoring behavior toward her husband suggests that some
Japanese people assume gaikokujins cannot speak Japanese; they only speak English. The
assumption of gaikokujins who cannot speak Japanese indicates that Japanese believe that their
language can only be spoken by Japanese people. The automatic judgement of English is a
language spoken by all gaikokujins reveals Japanese associations with English as a global
language. With the influence of whiteness, as Asami stated, avoidance may occur if Japanese
people do not speak English.
Likewise, two other participants expressed frustration toward Japanese workers’ who
avoided and ignored their U.S. American spouses in their everyday lives despite their spouses’
Japanese language proficiency and experiences living in Japan. Natsuki described frustrating
experiences at restaurants with her husband who was speaking to their server in Japanese:
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お金払う時に旦那さんだったりとか、聞かれる時に例えば本当は旦那さんに聞き
たいんだけど絶対私に向けてくる (pointing at her face) 。…「（ご主人が外国人だ
から）じゃぁ奥様に話します」みたいな雰囲気はわかりはするんですけど、そこ
から旦那さんが日本語話始めたりとか (speaking faster) 普通に完全に話しだして
るのに「なんでこっち見るの？」っていう。 だからもう私は敢えて席外したり
とかしちゃいます、逆に。だから「お願いします、旦那さんに聞いておいてもら
ってもいいですか？」みたいな感じで (laughing)。
[Servers unconditionally turn to me even when my husband is paying the bills or when
they have questions. I sense and understand that because my husband is a foreigner, they
choose to talk to me but, “Why are you looking at me?” when my husband started
speaking or he was completely and naturally speaking Japanese to them. So, I
intentionally leave my seat and say, “Could you please ask my husband?”]
Yuta also expressed frustrating experience with a public staff both ignoring and avoiding
his wife who was speaking Japanese:
市役所とか区役所に行けば…私と一緒に行けばあの Julie も…Julie が話したりし
てるのに、その担当者は Julie の顔を見ないで私の顔をずっと見てて、私に話掛
けて。私も「Julie が、私の妻が話してるんで、妻の方を見てください」って直
接言ったり。「こっちこっち」って。で、Julie も「私が話してますよ」と。そ
ういうのがやっぱり日常茶飯事なんで、やっぱり疲れちゃいますよね。
[When Julie went to a municipal office or ward office with me, the officer in charge did
not look at Julie but gazed at me for a while and talked to me even when Julie was
speaking to the officer. I said directly, “Please look at my wife because she is talking to
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you” and pointing like “this way, this way.” Julie also said, “I am speaking to you.”
These are nothing out of the ordinary so, we get tired just as you may guess.]
Although Natsuki and Asami understood Japanese workers’ concerns about language
barriers, workers’ ignoring and avoiding behaviors became insulting when their spouses
demonstrated their Japanese speaking ability to the workers. Both Natsuki and Yuta’s
descriptions about the intentional ignoring behaviors demonstrate that the workers’ thought of
gaikokujins as people they rather not to talk to. The idea of gaikokujins who are seen as unable to
speak induces avoiding behaviors of Japanese. Similar to ignoring behavior, avoidance may be
used to reduce stress of dealing with more tasks than expected or explicitly dismiss people whom
they rather not communicate with. Thus, the worker’s avoiding behaviors toward Japanese
speaking gaikokujin spouses demonstrates their views on gaikokujins as disqualified persons
who cannot do anything without Japanese supporters while preventing gaikokujins from
completing even daily tasks on their own.
Yuta further provided reasons for disregard foreigners:
やっぱ顔が…顔とあと日本語が完璧じゃないと受け入れられないのと。あと日本
人は凄いあの、あまりフレンドリーじゃないんで他の人に。同じ会社の人とか同
じ学校の人とかね、中学校出身とかだと仲間意識とかそういうのがありますけれ
ども、まあそれ以外はもう、ね、あまり関わりたくないという考えが多いと思う
んで。
[Definitely face… people cannot accept foreigners because of different face from
Japanese bodies and imperfect Japanese language. Also, Japanese people are not that
friendly to others. They have a sense of fellowship for people, for example, who are from
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the same junior high school. But I think most people do not want to do anything with
others.]
Gaikokujin’s Japanese speaking ability does not matter. These avoiding and ignoring
behaviors toward non-Japanese individuals come from acknowledging differences in apparent
non-Japaneseness including appearance and language (Ishii, 2001). Non-Japanese appearance
likely encourages Japanese people to quickly conclude without noticing that gaikokujins do not
speak Japanese because Japaneseness can be embodied by only Japanese people. For instance,
Seiji stated that his German and Irish American wife never needed to learn Japanese because
Japanese colleagues at her school spoke English to her:
その同僚が助けてくれるんで。「これが必要」とか「これが欲しい」とか「これ
どうしたら良い？」とか全部英語で返って来るから。喋れなかったことは残念っ
て言ってます。
[These Japanese colleagues kindly helped my wife. All the responses to her “I need this”
or “I want this” or “What should I do?” were in English. My wife says, “It was
unfortunate that I couldn’t speak Japanese.”]
This expectation of gaikokujins likely prevents gaikokujin foreign language teachers from
learning Japanese language. My U.S. American friend who also taught English in Japan
experienced the same because his Japanese English language teachers spoke English, and he was
supposed to interact with his students in English. Although he wanted to learn the language, he
was discouraged because people around him expected him to speak English with them. Ishii
(2001) argues that Japanese expectations for English speaking gaikokujins encourage them to
keep their “original gaikokujinrashita (literally, gaijinhood) (p. 164)” and result in
simultaneously excluding and including gaikokujins. Interestingly, as Natsuki and Yuta pointed
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out, the Japanese workers kept looking at and speaking to them even after they asked the workers
to pay attention to their gaikokujin spouses. When the assumption and expectations of
gaikokujins as incapable of speaking Japanese language are betrayed, gaikokujins may still face
ignoring and avoiding treatments because they are gaikokujins after all. This is to say that these
behaviors dehumanize gaikokujins and promote uncomfortable and unwelcoming living
situations for foreigners. Gaikokujins’ non-Japaneseness or a form of Japaneseness may also lead
to exclusions of gaikokujins in order to keep Japanese superior identity and dominance.
Excluding Treatment
As I discussed in earlier section, gaikokujins’ Japanese language ability and foreign
appearance is used to prevent foreign residents from receiving the same treatment as Japanese
native speakers. Several American spouses of the participants in this study were denied
employment because they did not speak Japanese while some did not receive fair treatments and
promotions at work because of their non-Japaneseness.
Ayu expressed concerns about moving to Japan with her husband because “日本語話せ
ないし、なんか英語オッケーな会社とかじゃないとさ。私はなんだかんだ見つけられる
と思うけど、旦那がちょっとなーと思ったり。[My husband can’t speak Japanese and the
only option would be companies that are OK with English. I believe I can find something or
other but I’m afraid my husband would face difficulties].” Ayu’s concerns come from her
observations and hearing from her friends who had trouble finding employment. Unfortunately,
not only does the ability to speak Japanese, but also race and age may put gaikokujins at even
more of a disadvantage while seeking employment.
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Yuko noted that she observed “terrible” discrimination toward her husband during his
struggles to find a job:
人種差別っていうか年齢でも差別するし。彼とか私と日本に行った時に「年取り
すぎてるから駄目」とか。英会話教師とか。例えば英会話教室とかだったら、若
くないと雇ってくれないとかあるんだよ。「年取りすぎてる」とか言われちゃう
って。本当さ、「アメリカ人だから」って言わないけど、年齢差別は凄いあるよ
ね、日本って。だから 30 越えちゃったらもう駄目なんだよ、英会話教師は多
分、20…ふふっ…うちの主人がというよりは、あの「日本語が喋れないと駄目
だよね」みたいな。… 「日本語喋れないんじゃ駄目だよね」って感じで、なん
か喋らなくても良い仕事でも、（旦那を）断る。
[Japan discriminates against foreigners based on race and even on age. When my husband
went to Japan with me, people said, “He’s too old we don’t hire him for the English
teaching position.” For example, English language schools do not hire foreigners if they
are not young. I heard these schools say, “You got too old.” Seriously, Japanese people
do not say, “Because you are American, [we don’t hire you]” but agism surely exists in
Japan. You are done becoming an English teacher if you are over 30 and you may need to
be in your 20’s to be hired (chuckling). It was not because of my husband but they would
say, “If you can’t speak Japanese, we don’t hire you.” Japanese companies even rejected
my husband for positions that didn’t require Japanese language ability because “You
can’t speak Japanese.”]
Ageism is not a rare phenomenon for either Japanese people or gaikokujin English
teachers. Ruecker and Ives (2015) found that English schools in five Asian countries including
Japan employ images of young, white native English teachers who are from developed English
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speaking countries in their advertisements to attract students. In Yuko’s husband’s case, not
meeting even one of the criteria for the presented ideal English teachers by schools allow schools
to reject gaikokujin candidates without considering teaching qualification or experiences. This is
to say that gaikokujins are judged compared to the ideal images and are excluded by Japanese
people and society.
Being a gaikokujin prevents them from receiving the same treatment as Japanese people,
including promotions and higher positions in Japanese organizations. Yuta described his wife’s
struggle of getting promotions and experiencing the same treatment that Japanese instructors
receive when she worked at Japanese universities in these ways:
日本人の先生と同じ仕事をしてるんで、あー。なんていうの、tenure…「終身雇
用の教授にしてください」って頼んだら、学長か学部長が「あなたは外国人で、
私たちは違和感があるからそれは出来ないです」って。あと、別の大学に行って
も、一応 tenure にはなったんですけれども、あの、主要なその学部長とかそうい
う職には就かせてもらえなくて。その理由としては、日本人の様な敬語とか謙譲
語とかそういうのが使えないというか。…それだからそういう職には就けられ…
就かせられない、そういうこともあったんで。
[Because my wife did the same job as other Japanese professors did, she asked, “Please
give me a tenure position” and either the university president or department head said,
“We can’t do it because you are a foreigner, and we feel something is wrong.” Later, she
worked at a different university, and she could get the tenure position. However, the
university didn’t let her take leading positions such as department head. The reasons were
because she couldn’t use Japanese-like honorific speech or humble speech…. These were
the reasons why they didn’t let her be in the upper positions.]
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Teaching positions at Japanese universities are considered prominent job opportunities
for gaikokujins. Debnár (2016) suggests that although whites have more chances getting these
jobs because of the connotation of whites as global beings, less protected positions such as parttime employment are offered more often to gaikokujins. This is to say that even the privileged
white gaikokujins like Julie are not guaranteed full job securities because they are not Japanese
after all.
English Education and Media Influence on Gaikokujins
English education and media have been the main sources to learn information about
foreign countries and people. Many participants addressed media and English education in Japan
as the significant factors which shapes Japanese perceptions of gaikokujins. Interestingly, many
discussed Japanese views on how blacks are compared whites while people who are neither
white nor black were unmentioned. For example, Ren noted about the rare existence of black
people in Japan, “We don't have them, any 黒人 [blacks] even in Japan, right?” Ichiro also
agrees with Ren on the rare existence of blacks. He further suggests that many Japanese people
have an image of foreigners as white while black people are viewed as different from white
people, the standard and ideal foreigners, in Japan. He noted:
All foreigners to Japanese in my generation are all white people. Not many black people
came to Japan to promote anything. Soldiers are in different setting but ah, you know,
regular American[s], whatever, president, whatever are all white.
Ichiro’s description of foreigners as whites reflects Russell’s (2017) “the status of gaijin”
(p. 26) whose appearance and culture are “largely desirable and worthy of envious emulation,
particularly when compared to that of non-western cultures and non-caucasian physical
characteristics” (p. 26). As Ichiro suggests, if white gaikokujins are the foreigners, blacks who
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are different from both Japanese people and familiar whites are unlikely perceived as favorable
because they are unknown. The acknowledgement of the non-existence of black people means
that Japanese people rely on education and media to learn about black people. Japanese racial
views on foreigners are influenced by whiteness and white superiority through English education
and media that both reinforce West, mainly the U.S.
White English Education
Many participants discussed how Japanese English education reinforces whites and
westerners as standard and ideal figures that Japanese people should admire and prefer as
English teachers. Japanese English education does not reflect racially and linguistically diversity
of English around the world, rather it promotes white English as the standard. Asami discussed
her experiences of having only one black teacher and white centered English education:
学校の、例えば高校に来てくれてた英語の先生も白人！多いと思うんですよ。私
一人黒人もいましたけど。でも大体は白人だったんですよね。だし、日本の教科
書だって白人しか載ってなかった記憶があります、思い出せば。
[I think many English teachers who come to school, for instance, high schools, are
whites! One of my teachers was black but the majority was white. Also, I recall the
Japanese English textbooks have only whites as I remembered.]
Yuko also described her English textbooks and the association between whites and
English education at school and on TV:
日本のさ、英語の教科書って白人ばっかりだよね。うちらの教科書は絶対に白人
の男の子と白人の女の子じゃなかった？黒人… (は出なかった) 。私の時なんて
アジア系なんて絶対出ないし、訳わかんなくなっちゃうもんね、だって
(laughing)。私の時はけんじと Nancy とかなんか絶対白人の子。だからそういう
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ステレオタイプな考え方が出来上がっちゃうんじゃないかしらと思うよ (putting
her hands together) 。あと… 英会話、NHK の英会話とか見るけどさ、白人多いよ
ねやっぱり。
[English textbooks in Japan present nothing but whites. Our textbooks absolutely focused
on whites, didn’t they? Blacks… (weren’t there). Unconditionally, no Asians were
depicted at my time because students would get confused (laughing). At my time, the
main characters were Kenji and Nancy or someone who is absolutely white. I think that’s
why these stereotypical thoughts (on English speakers are white) are made up. And… I
watch the English conversation program on NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation), but
many whites are there as expected.]
Asami and Yuko’s identifications of only white characters in their English textbooks
illustrate how whiteness is embedded in Japanese English education, which establishes the idea
of white English as the standard. Yuko’s continuous use of “whites” when referring to Japanese
English education also illustrates the impact of white people as the primary image of English
speakers. Yuko also indicated that none of the characters were Asian except characters of
Japanese characters in the textbook because non-Japanese Asian characters would be confusing.
Although Yuko did not clarify, the idea of non-Japanese Asian characters as confusing may
indicate exclusion of other races except whites to promote them as the standard English speakers
whom Japanese students should learn from.
Asa further suggests the notion of standard English speaking represents whiteness come
from Japanese selective English education in excluding non-white English speakers:
南アフリカとかインドとか色んな所で英語が公用語で使われてるのに、そういう
の教科書とかやっぱり白人系の…アメリカ多いし。
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[Although English is used as the official language in many places such as the South
Africa and India, Japanese English textbooks employ whites as expected…. Many
Americans, too.]
The exclusion of non-white countries where English is the official language from
Japanese Education illustrates that the Japanese government reinforces whites as standard and
preferable in Japanese culture. Asa also provided a story when she worked at a private Japanese
university and recalled the time when receiving complaints about homestay arrangements in
Canada from students:
移民の家とか当たった学生から苦情が来て。「何でフィリピン系の、フィリピン
人の移民の家なんですか？変えてもらえませんか ？」そういうのありました
よ。それはやっぱり白、アメリカ…あ、それはカナダでした。カナダイコール白
人の国って言うイメージが植え付けられてるから、日本政府、日本の国が発信し
てる情報がなんか偏ってるんですね。
[Students who were matched with immigrant host families complained to us. “Why is my
host family Filipino immigrant? Can you please change?” Something like this happened.
This case was not America but Canada. This (complaint) came in because the image of
“Canada = white people’s country” is implanted in Japanese minds, because the
information that Japanese government, nation of Japan sends is biased.]
Likewise, Rika witnessed Japanese white preference for English teachers in the U.S.
America and expressed anger when working with a Japanese university:
When the [Japanese] students came [to America], it was ahm.. I forgot the national or
anything, but it was Asian lady.. it was Middle Eastern.. but Middle Eastern lady and also
Russian lady who taught English to them… which is normal for me or anybody here. But
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for the students and also [the Japanese] university, they expected WHITE AMERICAN
TEACHING WHITE ENGLISH (emphasis on each word) here. So, they were not happy
about that (looking sharp). We had to say.. well, we don’t discriminate people because of
race or gender or anything like that.
These examples of Japanese white racial preference reflect white superiority regarding
Japanese college students’ desired English teachers (see Rivers & Ross, 2013) as well as
continuous questions asked to English teachers of color about their English teaching credibility
in Japan (Toh, 2015). With whiteness practices promoted by Japanese internationalization in
mind, teachers of color are likely viewed as disqualified and undesirable because the
internationalization reflects whiteness and white superiority. However, welcoming teachers from
diverse backgrounds could help students avoid biased perceptions of gaikokujin and nurture a
real sense of internationalization. Kumiko addressed the rare occasions of meeting black
individuals at Japanese schools and provided a story about a black English teacher who was
popular among his students. She explained that a black English teacher visited one of her
children’s English class in Japan and the experiences with the teacher helped her black-Japanese
child and his classmates extremely identified with:
皆「Mr. D」って言ってたけど。やっぱり（息子も）Mr. D のクラスになると楽
しくって。あと喋って、発音とかも友達に「喋って」って言われて、やっぱ英語
勉強してる子もいるから「言って」って言われたりするって言ってましたけど。
[Every student called him “Mr. D.” My son also enjoyed Mr. D’s class and his friends
asked my son to speak English or pronounce (English words) because some students
studied English, so they said, “Say (something in English.)”]
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Despite the limited opportunities to have black English teachers in classrooms, Kumiko
noted that the existence of Mr. D helped the Japanese students feel closer to her son who shared
the same skin tone. Mr. D presented not only his credibility as English teacher and cultural
diversity to the Japanese students, but also was a role model to her son. This change in
educational settings could make a difference in perceptions of black gaikokujin as familiar and
positive.
Desirable Whites, Undesirable Blacks in Media
Positive perceptions of white race and appearance are greatly reinforced by Japanese
mass media while black individuals are depicted differently from the ideal whites through
Japanese and Western media. Rika explains the phenomenon of whiteness in Japan: “White
people are everywhere in Japan. When you watch a movie, when you.. when you look.. say
‘American,’ you definitely picture white, blonde hair, blue eyes Americans because we also see
it in the textbook.” Rika’s description of U.S. Americans as whites illustrates the significant
influence of U.S. white American in Japanese education and media. Asa agreed with Rika and
described that the Western media representations of white superiority reinforce the popularity of
white men in Japan:
日本人って結構白人に対してポジティブなイメージ持ってるし、やっぱりハリウ
ッドとか欧米の文化の影響で、白人って凄い人気ってイメージがある。例えば、
白人の人とインド人の人がいたら、なんか白人の方が人気そうな気がするんです
よね。白人っていうラベルがあって。
[Japanese people really hold positive images of whites, and I also have an image of
whites as popular because of the Hollywood and Western cultural influences just as one
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thought. I have a feeling that whites are more popular if choosing from whites or Indians,
for example. There is a label as whites.]
The comparison between whites and Indians illustrates that Japanese woman prefer
whites as romantic partners over non-whites due to their popular image. Some Japanese women
might find white people more attractive due to the positive representations which make them
symbols of popularity. Hiromi also expressed the tendency of white American male preference
among Japanese girls:
「ヨーロッパ系」っていうと、それだけでなんか…「イイ感じ」っていう、女の
子に。ってあるんじゃない？(laughing) 「どっちかっていうんだったら白人がい
い」みたいなね。じゃなければ、「日本人でいい」みたいな (laughing)。
[The description “European” (Americans) itself sends the pleasant sensation to girls,
doesn’t it? (laughing) Something like, “If I can choose, I prefer whites. If not, I’m OK
with Japanese” (laughing).]
Many participants talked about the image of whites as popular and attractive in
comparison to people whose skin tones are darker. Hiromi’s description of some Japanese girls
who prefer whites over Japanese partners while choosing Japanese among non-whites reflect
seikou toutei, the sense of inferiority toward the West and the superiority toward the East. The
desirable white body characteristics promoted by media induce admiration and positive
affiliation toward whites (Russell, 2017) and attract Japanese people to whites as desirable
romantic partners (Kelsky, 2001; Prieler, 2010).
Whereas Japanese people see more white people in their daily lives such as on the streets,
in advertisements, and commercials promoting positive images of products (see Prieler, 2010),
blacks are less seen locally, and the negative stereotypical images of black people are influenced
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by the U.S. and Japanese media. Rika talked about the limited opportunities to meet blacks
compared to whites in Japan, and the selective Japanese media representations of black people
are ingrained in Japanese minds:
If you look at sports, you don’t see… white... people there. It’s more or so like…black
people’s existence there. So, unless you are into sports, I don’t see them in Japan.
Asami also described the more frequent portrayals of whites and unwilling presentations
of blacks in Japanese media:
今ですら例えば「ここが変だよ日本人」とかで（黒人が）出てきますけど、昔だ
ったら例えば日本にいるアメリカ人と日本人の家族をインタビューするって言っ
たら白人としかしてないですよ(nodding)。ハーフキッズモデルとかも、白人多い
ですよ、やっぱり！
[Finally, some black individuals made it on TV like Koko ga hen dayo Nihonjin, but if
TV programs were to interview American and Japanese families in the past, they
interviewed with only whites (nodding). As we can see that hafu kids models were mostly
white.]
Rika and Asami’s descriptions of black people in media indicate that Japanese people
likely shape perceptions of black people based on limited contact or interaction with them. Ichiro
suggests that this may cause Japanese people perceive blacks as rare and physically different
from the standard gaikokujin whites and Japanese people. He noted, “If you see occasionally
black person, which [sic] is different, right? Completely different. So, there’s a fear of
difference, too.” Unknown feeling about black people may induces fear and negative perceptions
of blacks when learning something negative about blacks. For example, Ren expressed his views
on black on U.S. media:
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.... I think even growing up like we saw Hollywood's movies. Like, yeah, I don't think it’s
[the image of blacks] negative like, you know. And again, we gotta be careful because we
don’t wanna sound like racial injustice and against certain ethnicity. It's a touchy subject,
isn’t it?
Although Ren mentioned that the media representations of blacks is not negative from his
point of view, his hesitancy to talk about certain ethnicities and black people illustrates his
acknowledgement of racial injustice toward blacks. His uneasy feelings when talking about
blacks in media indicate that black people are associated with negative images of race. Asami
also acknowledges the connections between black people and media representations. She
described the current Japanese media representations of race:
今でこそ「人種差別だ」って言われるから、「一人位は黒人使ってこう」みたい
な、ふふふ。会社も責められたくない。イメージが悪くなるから、やっぱり。
[Nowadays, companies were like, “Let’s use at least one black” because they expect to be
told “Racial discrimination” if they don’t. They do want to avoid blames and bad brand
images (chuckling).]”
Asami noticed that Japanese media intentionally includes at least one black person to
avoid criticism about choosing whites as gaikokujins. This intentional inclusion of blacks
demonstrates the practices of depicting whites as attractive, desirable, and normal gaikokujins
while blacks are undesirable and unattractive.
Although the frequency of black existence in media has increased, the negative images of
them as undesirable romantic partners, rare, and unattractive perpetuate white superiority and
popularity. Asa, discussed the Western media influences resulted in white popularity in
comparison with blacks:
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アメリカ人の黒人が好きな日本人の女の人もいるし。ただ私は白人の人はかっこ
良くって人気なイメージがあるからかなって。…日本で見せられてる欧米文化と
かって影響あると思いません？映画とか。広告とか、白人主義な所があるじゃな
いですか。
[There are Japanese women who like blacks, but I think white people are associated with
cool and popular images. Don’t you think the Western culture depicted to Japan
influences the perceptions? Movies or advertisements appears to present white
supremacy.]
Hiromi also noted that she rarely saw Japanese and black couples in Japan and described
her friend who dated blacks in the past as “少数派で黒人大好き [minority who loves
blacks].” Asa and Hiromi’s description of the Japanese female minority who likes blacks
indicates that black preference is uncommon and unpopular compared to the natural white
preference. Cornyetz (1994) argues that the popularity of black culture among the Japanese
youth is a challenge against “a monolithic myth of white supremacy” (p. 115) that places Japan
as the economically, politically, and ideologically inferior to the standard white America.
Cornyetz further discussed that acquiring blackness through dating black Americans empowers
Japanese women to restrain “Japanese male access to their sexual bodies and belittling of
Japanese masculine identity” (p. 115). This is to say that Japanese women’s identity negotiation
through acquiring black men can be considered as strange, taboo, and even threat to whiteness
and white superiority that Japan and Japanese men desire to attain. Needless to say, whiteness
influences the perceptions of non-white foreigners in Japanese minds.
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Japanese Perceptions of Non-Japanese Asians and Other Gaikokujins
Many Japanese participants mentioned that they were mistaken as non-Japanese Asians.
Although the Japanese and its close neighbors such as Koreans and Chinese look alike, Japanese
portrayals of them exhibit physical traits that westerners use to represent Asians while projecting
themselves without using the same Asian traits (Russell, 2017). The different portrayals of
themselves from non-Japanese Asians indicates separating themselves from the East and the
sense of superiority toward non-Japanese Asians. Ichiro described the difficulties for even other
Asians to distinguish Asians based on ethnicities:
It’s not like White, BLACK, Asian, you know. We can see them whether Muslim
wearing hijab, we see them... right now is different. But unless just us speaking different
languages is one (different) thing, but East Asians are quite similar in many ways.
Several other participants shared their stories of being mistaken as non-Japanese Asians
by Asians. Asami and Junko noted that Korean people often come up to them because they look
Korean. As Asami explained, the snap judgement based on appearance:
韓国スーパーとか行って、やっぱり韓国人だと私を思って韓国語で話かけて来る
わけですよ。やっぱ見た目で判断ってこういうことですよねみたいな。
[When I go to Korean grocery stores, (Korean) people come to speak Korean to me. After
all, this is an example of prejudice based on appearance.]
While Asami expressing frustration by the judgment of labeling her as Korean based on
appearance, Junko expressed excitement for being seen as Korean and enjoyed the interactions
with the Korean individuals:
私多分…全部日本人だと思うんですけど、その韓国人に見えるそうなんです、韓
国人に言わせると。はっはっはっはっ！…だから、あっちこっちで声掛けられる
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んですよ、「アニョハセヨー」って。私韓ドラマめちゃくちゃ好きなんですよ。
狂ってるんです。…だからちょっとの言葉はわかるんで。だから「アニョハセ
ヨ」とかって言うんですけど、そっから喋れませんよー、ははははは！だから、
もしかしたら私も韓国のがずーっと昔に入ってるのかなとか、絶対、絶対ミック
スですよね皆ね。
[I believe I am all Japanese, but some Koreans say that I look Korean, hahaha!
Everywhere I go, people say “Annyeonghaseyo (hello in Korean).” I do love Korean
sitcoms. I am crazy about them, so I understand some words. Then I say back,
“Annyeonghaseyo” but I cannot speak more than that, hahaha! I wonder Korean blood
might have merged in me a long time ago. Everyone must be mixed, for sure.]
These discourses exhibit that being mistaken as other Asians can be irritating because of
rapid judgments based on the similar Asian appearance that other Asians including Japanese
people possess. Asami’s irritation of this judgment may be attributed to her Japanese identity as
different from other Asians. There are also positive associations that lead to happy experiences
if people have positive perceptions of other Asian countries. Although the notion of Japanese
homogeneity promoted by the imperialistic stance during Meiji era are still instilled in many
Japanese minds (Narzary, 2004), Cornzert (1994) suggests that Japan faces difficulties to
maintain the Japanese superiority by protecting Japanese “pure blood lineage” (p. 132) because
of international marriages. Junko’s expectation about Japanese mixed blood with Koreans
defiles Japanese superiority but promotes inclusion of non-Japanese Asians to Japanese
communities by removing ethnic distinctions that perpetuate the sense of Japanese superiority
toward the East. This inclusive mind may help more Japanese people accept gaikokujins as
their families.
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Sae explained that her Filipino American husband grew up in a Filipino immigrant
household which allowed him to have the stronger Filipino than American identity. Sae
described that the sense of Asian countries as one society helped her Japanese family and
Filipino American family welcome their cross-national marriage:
なんかその、どっちのファミリーもさ、日本とフィリピンだしさ、あんまり、こ
う何ていうの、物凄く離れた所ではないのね。そういうなんか所があるかな。
（アジアの）国の一つだからかな。
[Well, because both sides of families are Japan and Philippines, they do not locate that far
away. I think we have something like that (feeling closer) because both countries are ones
from Asian countries.]
Although it was unclear if Sae’s family considers her husband as Filipino or Filipino
American, having positive feelings and perceptions toward non-Japanese Asian nations help
welcome international marriage among Japanese and non-Japanese Asians. Relatively, negative
perceptions and experiences about other countries and people induce negative attitudes including
rejection against the other Asians. Megumi’s family supported her studies and work in China.
However, she expected her family to object to marrying a Chinese man:
駄目だったと思う。特にうちの親とかおばあちゃんとか。うちの母親が中国に行
って「わーっ！」ってなった感じ。へへへ。中国留学に反対はないんですけど、
「中国人とは…」みたいな。歴史的なのはないと思いますね。多分合わない…肌
に合わない、ほほほ！…多分コテコテのツアーが嫌だ。連れて行かれるレストラ
ンとか、汚いのとかも嫌、嫌なんで。
[I think (marriage with a Chinese) would be rejected especially by my parents and
grandma. My mother went to China, and it was like “Aghhhh!” Hehehe. She didn’t
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oppose my study abroad in China, but she was like “No (marriage) with Chinese…” I
think nothing to do with the history. Probably no feeling… She doesn’t have the feeling
for China or Chinese people in her body (tee-hee).… maybe she doesn’t like Chinese
travel tours. She doesn’t like the restaurants she was taken to, or she hates dirty places.]
Rika also shared a similar story regarding her friend who wanted to marry a Chinese man,
but feared that rejection from the family:
One of my friends… she wanted to marry a Chinese man, but it didn’t go through, it
didn’t work out because her dad was really against Chinese people. It’s not that he didn’t
like that particular Chinese guy, it’s entire Chinese is not good for him or something like
that.
Although Rika did not know the reasons why the father disagreed with his daughter’s
marriage with a Chinese man, Ichiro’s descriptions about his father’s perceptions of nonJapanese Asians provided several possible answers:
My parents (clearing throat) especially my dad who were a emperor’s navy, Kaigun,
right? He… that generations of Japanese no matter what even they lost the war and
everything, they believe that Japanese… Japanese ethnicity? I don’t know if that’s the
thing.. As an Asian, “Japanese is the best. We are much superior to Korean, Chinese,
anyone in Asia,” right? So that belief is even though we lost the war but still strong belief
in that. So, my dad especially against Koreans, Chousen-jin, it was really strong like he
said, “We are much better than Chousen-jin,” right?
Ichiro’s father’s views on Japanese as the best while identifying other Asians as inferiors
reflect a sense of seikou toutei, placing Japan inferior to the West and superior toward the East
after World War II (Tanabe, 2008).
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Ichiro further described the reasons why Japanese superiority toward the East was
understood and justified among the World War II Japanese generation this way:
The beginning of WWII, Korea was Japan, Manshu... Manchuria was Japan, and
Philippines, even Indonesia… everywhere was Japanese territory. That would give them
[Japanese people] a justification: “We are superior [than other Asians]. We could conquer
all the places.” My take is... not because we believe that way [Japan is superior toward
other Asian countries] but, “See? we conquer them so easily. That’s the reason- we are
superior. If they are superior, we couldn’t have done that.”
Hiromi, likewise, predicts her father’s marriage objections toward international marriage
with non-Japanese individuals who look Asians:
父はやっぱりそれなりにね、見下して（結婚に）反対だったと思う。特に日本の
占領地だったところ。やっぱり戦争の名残が (nodding)。やっぱりあの世代って
うちら以上にビジュアルがすごい大きいと思うんですよ。そう、だから多分そう
言ってたと思うね。うちの父は調度戦中だからね。戦中最後負ける一年か二年前
に生まれて。まだ赤ちゃんだったけど。てことは、戦後もろに影響受けて育って
るし。うちの母は戦後大分 8 年とか経ってから（生まれた）けれども…うーん、
でもだからそういう意味では二人とも差別っていうのはあるけれども、父の方が
強いよね、どちらかというとね。
[I think my father, as expected, would look down on the countries that were former
Japanese colonies and oppose marriages with people there. I believe the visuals play out
more for the older generation compared to us. As I recall, my father said like that
(Japanese superiority toward other Asians). My father was born during or a year or two
years after World War II. Although he was still a baby, he got influenced by the ideology
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at the time while growing up. My mother might be born after 8 years or so…. In these
cases, both have discriminatory sense, but my father has a stronger one.]
Although Japan conquered parts of Asia similar to the western colonizers, some families
consider Japan to be a superior in the East. This self-identification indicates that some Japanese
people view themselves as whites while they are not. The Japanese perceptions of their sense of
superiority over the East is significant in the rejection of non-Japanese Asians from their
families. Not only the Japanese perceptions of the non-white status, but also Japanese superiority
toward the East impacts the perceptions of Japanese people particularly who experienced World
War II. Seikou toutei, the inferiority toward the West and the superiority toward the East,
influences Japanese people’s everyday lives and views of themselves and non-whites (Ohtsuki,
2009; Tanabe, 2008).
As the legacy of colonization impacts their national economic and social status in the
world, many white former colonizers and the U.S. maintain their superior status as a first world
nation while the colonized nations sustain inferior positions and continue being exploited (Allen,
2001). Similarly, the Japanese sense of Seikou toutei based on national economic differences
remain in Japanese national and individuals minds. Mariko’s marriage with her was welcomed
by her parents. After a few years of the marriage, it occurs to her that “結構私が思ってたより
もスッと(外国人の主人をね) 両親受け入れてくれたな [My parents accepted my gaikokujin
husband so much smoother that I anticipated].” She believes that Japanese people view other
people from Asia are Asians while identifying themselves as Japanese, not Asians so she asked
her mother a “what-if” question:
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私が「こういう風に受け入れてくれて良かった」って言って。「でももし私があ
の時連れて来た婚約者が、アフリカ人とかアジア人とか連れて来てたら、同じよ
うに受け入れてくれてたの？」って言ったら、「それはちょっと違う。話が違
う」って言われたから。
[I said to her, “I am glad that you accepted our marriage like this” and asked, “Would you
accept our marriage as the same if my fiancé was African or Asian?” My mother
responded, “That would be different. That is a different story.”]
Mariko further expressed the expected hardship for marriage with Asians:
もうちょっとハードルを上げられてたかもしれない。ほら、もっとあの、お給料
の高い職業に就いてる人とか、なんかもっと色々厳しい親なりのこう、審査じゃ
ないけどそういうのがあったかもしれない。
[I assume that she would have raised a higher bar. Like, ah, she would be OK if the fiancé
has a high-salary job or there might be something like screenings that strict parents would
have.]
Megumi also shared her Japanese friend’s story about breaking up with her boyfriend
from Laos because of the objection of her family and national economic disparity:
ラオスは特にまだ今よくわからないですけど、その時も凄い月収が、年収が…な
んて言うの？もっと少ない。だけど、（友達のラオス人の彼氏は）エリートだっ
たけど、そうそう。年収が日本人にしたら一か月…だからそういうのを、それで
親にも反対されて、よく考えて…それで別れたって話を聞いて、そう、だからあ
あ、確かにそういうアメリカ人と日本人は経済的なのも一緒位ですよね。
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[I don’t know much about the Laos economic standing now but the average monthly…
annual income was drastically…. What to say? … so much less (than the ones in Japan).
Although (the friend’s boyfriend was) an elite, his annual income was equivalent of the
Japanese monthly income… that’s why her family was against their romantic
relationship, and she thought through it… and I heard that they broke up. Yes, ah, come
to think of it, Japanese and American economic statuses are almost the same.]
Some Japanese families, whose economic standing are higher than most, likely reject
marriage with those whose economic stands are lower. As a non-white colonizer, Japan,
identifies itself as superior to other Asian countries and sustains the dominant position in
Southeast Asia through foreign policies. Asa expressed anger in explaining how non-Japanese
restaurant workers are treated like slaves in Japan:
この前居酒屋とか行った時に普通のチェーンとかにも行ったんですけど、ベトナ
ム人とか中国人の人が店員で「何これ」と思いましたね。日本が変わった、国際
化っていうか日本が凄いなんか外国人労働者使ってるって 。奴隷ですよ、奴隷
制度ですよ、あれ。あの何とか経済協定は。
[The last time I went to a dining bar, I went to a normal chain restaurant, I thought
“What’s this” because the servers were Vietnamese and Chinese. Japan changed, Japan
uses a lot of foreign workers as if it’s internationalization. They were used like slaves,
this is slavery, that something Economic agreement (with some other Asian countries).]
Yuta further described Japanese excluding treatments toward non-white gaikokujins:
在日ブラジル人とかペルー人とか、そういうもっとフィリピンの人とかも見てま
すけれども、やっぱり。あと在日の韓国人とかもね。ええ。そういう面で酷い扱
いを受けてるなって。
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[It’s not hard to imagine, and I witnessed that Brazilian residents of Japan, Peruvians,
Filipinos/Filipinas, and Korean residents of Japan also received horrible treatments in this
regard.]
Japanese foreign policy is reflected on their own and other Asian national economic and
political states. Piper (1997) suggests that most Asian women have limited access to working
visas except as entertainers in Japan. Additionally, they are forced to work under the exploitive
working conditions including unrestricted working hours and limited health insurance. In other
words, the less socially, economically, and politically powerful the nations are, the more likely
they will be exploited by the dominant nations in the world. Piper further suggests that many
former entertainers who married Japanese men may experience verbal or physical violence from
their husbands, because entertainment work is viewed as shameful and lower status work. The
Japanese families who rejected their children’s marriage with other Asians likely perceived other
Asians as socially, economically, and politically inferiors and people who would bring their
family down. Thus, these governmental policies not only influence the status of non-Japanese
Asians in Japan but also Japanese people’s views on other Asian nations and people.
Hiromi further described Japanese perceptions of Asian countries as inferior based on
economic status:
同じ有色人種の中でも、優越がなんとなくあるみたいなね。順番で言ったら、で
も同じ日本人じゃない同じ有色人種は結構下ってイメージがあるんじゃない。ど
ちらかというと、東南アジア系。優越の雰囲気を付けるならね。そういう（発展
途上の）イメージが強いんじゃないかな。そっちが先にイメージとして出てくる
んじゃないないかな。
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[It’s like supremacy among colored races exist. Putting into an order, but I feel like
Japanese people might have the inferior, the bottom images of the non-white, nonJapanese races. If I had to say, the East Asians. I think the national image (as developing)
come out strong and this may come out as the first image to Japanese minds.]
Piper (1997) argues that marriage between Filipinas and Japanese men are portrayed as
“marriages of convenience” (p. 331) by mass media. In other words, the media interweave the
image of Japanese superiority of Philippines in Japanese minds. Negative media representations
influence Japanese perceptions of people from these countries and portray foreigners differently
based on the national images. This negative tendency of media influence on perceptions is
extended to religious beliefs as well.
Asa, who married an Iranian American, expected her family to object if her husband was
originally from Iran and explained her thoughts:
イランに行って欲しいとは思わないと思うからな。…多分イランに住んで欲しく
ないから、ふふっ。アメリカだから OK だったかもしれないですよね。
[I don’t think that (my family) wants me to go to Iran. Probably they don’t want me to
live there, hehe. They might have been OK with our marriage because (my husband is)
American.]
Although Asa did not provide the specific reasons why her family would oppose a
marriage with an Iranian, her statements indicate that the images of Iran are negative and
different for Japanese people. Japanese individuals may also see non-Japanese people differently
based on the types of religions. Asa expressed hesitation and discomfort toward Islam. Because
Iran is a Muslim country, the religion would have influenced her relationship with her boyfriend
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at the time and her family views on him. She described her no interest in dating her Iranian
American husband from the beginning if he were Muslim:
私が付き合ってないかもですね、イスラム教。だし、もし、やー、イスラム教徒
だったら親はどうだったんだろう。ちょっと抵抗あるんじゃないですか、やっ
ぱ。… 自分が付き合いたくない、そういう厳しい人と。なんかラマダン、嫌じ
ゃないですか？自分がちゃんと出来ない感じで、奥さんとして。(自分もイスラ
ム教徒になって) 5 回お祈りしてとか。自分が嫌だから付き合わないと思いま
す。でも多分親も抵抗ありますよね、きっと。
[I might not have gone out with him if he believed in Islam. And, if… I wonder how my
parents would react. I expect that they would have difficulty…. I do not want to date
someone like that strict. Don’t you like Ramadan, do you? I don’t feel I can do it properly
like praying five times a day as a wife. I do not like it so I wouldn’t go out with (a
Muslim), but I assume that my parents would have difficulty with it, too.]
This discourse about Muslim practices and dating choice may indicate that Islam is
associated with negative images such as strict and something to avoid while its culture is too
different from Japanese one to adapt. Romano (2008) suggests that international couples with
different religious backgrounds may choose one person to abandon faith and convert to their
partners’ religion. The cultural conversion can be challenging because it may require new,
unfamiliar, and uncomfortable practices. For example, Romano’s female interviewee who
converted to Islam expressed difficulties becoming a Muslim wife because she had to abandon
not only her culture and habits including hugs with male friends and wearing sleeve-less clothes
but also her identity. Fear for unfamiliar and mandatory cultural restrictions can result in
avoiding behavior toward gaikokujins whose culture is considered too different. In addition to be
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non-Japanese, gaikokujins are viewed and treated differently by Japanese people based on
appearance, nationality, and culture including race, ethnicity, language, and religion.
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CHAPTER FIVE: JAPANESE IDENTITY AND (IN)VISIBLE VIEWS ON RACE
This section of the chapter will provide analysis on Japanese participants’ discourses
regarding Japanese families’ racial views and perceptions of their U.S. American son- and
daughter-in-laws through international marriage. I will analyze the responses based on two
themes that have emerged from the interview data. First, I will look at the participants’ responses
and discourses with Japanese families that oppose marriage to U.S. black Americans; how these
families talk about black American son-in-law, their negative connotation of black people, and
their process of accepting the marriage. It is evident from the Japanese families’ discourse about
black individuals that Japanese families represent themselves as different from black people.
Second, I will analyze Japanese participants’ responses and their families’ discourse about
international marriage with white Americans.
Marriage with Visible Gaikokujin
This section will unveil Japanese family’s hidden perspectives on race by looking at
language and attitudes that they used to express their feelings and thoughts about international
marriage with black Americans. I will analyze Japanese spouses’ and their families’ experiences
and discourses regarding marriage with black Americans. The following illustrates stories
regarding Japanese families’ rejection and acceptance of marriage with black Americans that are
attributed to ignorance about gaikokujins, their history, and imported U.S. media representations.
In the following, I analyze the participants’ resistance to feelings of guilt, and Japanese families’
change in their racial perceptions. The meanings of blackness of Japanese family members
influence the struggled experiences by these Japanese participants.
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Shameful Marriage with Blacks
Marriage with white or black Americans have different connotations, which influence
Japanese families’ reactions and the Japanese spouses experiences with them. The reasons for
accepting or rejecting the marriage were expressed in three ways: A good friend, but a
disqualified in-law, shame in destroying sekentei, and fear for dark-skinned grandchildren that
are attributed to racial ignorance and racial bias.
A Good Friend, but a Disqualified Sons-in-Law
“もし白人だったら違ったのかな？ [If (my husband was) white, was it any
different?]” For a long time, Kumiko wondered about how her experiences of marriage with a
black American was similar to other participants’ experiences and interactions with their
Japanese families. Naomi experienced opposition from her mother toward dating her husband,
James, who is African American. James dropped Naomi and her parents off to the airport for
their family trip in the U.S. During their trip, her mother told Naomi that “James はいい子ね。
気持ちの良い青年ね。[James is a good kid, pleasing young man” and Naomi told them that
they were dating. Naomi noted that her mother changed completely and said, “只のお友達だっ
たら良いけど付き合ってるって。えっ。これからどういうお付き合いなの [Being just
friends is fine but dating. Eh, what kind of future relationship is it]?” Naomi described the reason
why she did not tell her parents about their relationship earlier:
古い人だから人種的なことっていうのは凄く…まあ母の性格にもかなり影響はあ
ると思うんだけれども、やっぱり人の目を凄く気にしてた。
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[Because my parents are old, their views on race are extremely… well, I think my
mother’s personality also largely influences but she worries about how other people think
of her.]
Likewise, Junko’s mother told her about black men “友達だったら良いけど結婚する
のは絶対駄目 [Being friends is fine, but marrying is absolutely prohibited.]” Although her
mother was totally opposed to her marriage with Tevin, Junko noted that her mother went to a
night club with her and her former black boyfriend, took them to her favorite bar, and had a fun
night together. Junko finds her mother’s prejudice unusual and interesting and describes it in this
way:
友達だったら大歓迎な人なの。もう全然何の差別もなしに。ただ私が結婚する相
手、自分の家族になる相手になると完璧に線を引いちゃう。不思議でしょ？とっ
ても。そんなに…皆と友達になっちゃうような母なんですけど、やはり、ね、違
うんですよね。
[(My mother is) very welcoming without discriminating at all if (blacks are) friends.
Simply, if the person becomes my marital partner who will be her family, she draws a
line. Isn’t it very strange? Like that… she easily becomes friends with everyone but after
all, it becomes different for her.]
Friends and possible sons-in-law carry different expectations. Although both Naomi and
Junko’s mothers liked their daughters’ boyfriends if they were just friends, they explicitly stated
their discomfort with having black men as romantic partners of their daughter or their future
sons-in-law. While the mothers’ acceptance of black people as friends demonstrates comfort
with black gaikokujins, but express discomfort with having black individuals in their family.
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Because keeping pure bloodline is important in Japan (see Cornyetz, 1994), parents of these
participants refuse to accept black sons-in-law to maintain Japanese familial lineage.
Kumiko, who also faced strong pressure from her family to not marry her husband,
provided reasons why marrying a black man was a taboo in her family. Even before she went to
the U.S. for work, she was told about her extended family’s dislike toward black people. Her
uncle warned her “黒いの連れてくんなよ [Don’t bring back a black thing].” The uncle’s
description about black people as “black things” demonstrates his views of them as not human
beings. Kumiko should not date or marry a black person because they are “things” that are
owned like slaves. Because she indeed brought back Kendis, her husband, to Japan, “すんごい
怒られて (laughing)。怒られてじゃないけど、凄い反対されて [I got terribly scolded
(laughing). Not scolding but they extremely opposed].” Moreover, her mother’s side of the
family attempted to convince Kumiko by saying, “止めなさい [Don’t do it].” Because being
scolded is a form of behavior toward someone who did something inappropriate and harmful,
Kumiko’s selection of a black man as a marital partner is illustrated as inappropriate and hurting
their family. Stopping Kumiko from marrying Kendis indicates her family members’ perceptions
of black people as inhuman unlike them and their intention to protect their family’s reputation.
Similarly, Junko also learned about her mother’s racial bias when hearing about her
reasons for rejecting Junko’s marriage with Tevin:
ちょっと、私的に、私はショックな言葉だったんですけど、「Junko ちゃん、彼
は奴隷だったんだよ」とか言って。
[Rather, on my part, the word was shocking to me but, she said, “Junko-chan, he was a
slave.”]
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Junko’s mother’s description of her husband illustrates Japanese racial views on black
people as former slaves who are not humans but inferior objects. Kumiko’s uncle and Junko’s
mother’s descriptor of black Americans also reflects white superiority, which induce
discriminatory views and behaviors toward black people. If blacks are viewed as inferior and not
human, then whites, as colonizers, may be deemed human and superior, like Japanese
themselves. Naomi was told by her mother that white Americans are qualified gaikokujin, and
spoke about U.S. Americans this way:
もうハッキリ言ってましたよね。「アメリカ人の人と、外国人の人と結婚しても
良いけど、白人だったら別に良かったのよ」って。
[My mother presently, distinctly said, “You may marry an American individual, a
gaikokujin individual, if he was white, I didn’t have any problem.”]
Naomi’s mother’s acceptance of whites humanizes whites and makes them the standard
for U.S. Americans while dehumanizing blacks. Thus, Naomi’s marriage was viewed as disgrace
to the family because marrying with a black man embarrasses the family.
Ichiro, likewise, noted his parents’ views on white Americans as qualified sons- and
daughters-in law while black Americans as disqualified family members. Ichiro described his
parents’ different attitudes toward his marriage with his white wife and his younger sister,
Kako’s marriage with her black husband. In his interview, Ichiro provided his insights about
Kako and their parents’ experiences:
You have to consider the time, 40 years ago. My sister was seeing a black man, her
husband is black, the military musician. So, he was black. She thought there was no way
for my parents, her parents, would agree to that she was going to marry a black person. I
was already married to a white person. So, my parents didn’t have any problems with
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that. But somehow she thought.. My sister’s assumption at the time was there was no way
for them [their parents] to approve their marriage…
Ichiro stated in his introduction, “You have to consider the time, 40 years ago” infers that
excluding black Americans might be common in Japan but, it likely changed over the years.
Kako foresaw her parents’ disagreement with her marriage to a black man even though she knew
her family already accepted Ichiro’s white American wife in the family. Kako’s assumptions of
her parents’ rejection of her marriage with a black man indicates the influence of whiteness on
Japanese. Repeating the term “black” when identifying Kako’s husband suggests that they are
different and unusual in comparison to what is perceived as normal white Americans.
Ichiro also noted that his parents were “heart-broken” after their family found out that
Kako was married to a black person. Kako’s assumptions about her family was right: Marrying a
black man was a taboo in her family. Thus, the connotations of black as inhuman influence how
some Japanese view and reject their familial membership as a disgrace to their family.
Shame Destroying Sekentei.
Japanese families’ oppositions to marriage with U.S. black Americans were also
expressed using connotations indicating shame while destroying Japanese family reputations.
Naomi recalled the time when she and James came to Japan for a visit and her mother said, “日
本にまた来てるんだ [He came to Japan again]." Naomi discussed that her mother not only
made it clear that James was not welcomed in Japan but also unwanted by her:
もちろん「うちの実家に泊めるな」っていう感じだから母は。だから「ホテル取
って」とか、「うちの近くには来させないで」みたいな感じ。…ただ母として
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は、自分の住んでる、その自分の知ってる人とか近所の人に娘がこういう人と付
き合っててっていうのを知られたくないからっていうので言ってたんだけど。
[Of course, my mother was like, “Don’t let him stay at our home.” So, she was like “Get
a hotel room” or “Don’t let him come close to our house.” … She simply said these
because she didn’t want her acquaintances or neighbors to know her daughter was dating
a person like this.]
Statements refusing to have James around her home, demonstrate Naomi’s mother’s
unwelcoming and uncomfortable feeling toward him. James’s visit to Japan already might be
perceived as a threat to her because of the negative stereotypical perceptions of him, as a black
American. Although Naomi’s father, brother and sister-in-law agreed to have a meal with James,
her mother continued to refuse to meet him keeping the stance of “絶対行かない [Never
going].” Naomi felt at ease because other family members were supportive of her marriage,
however. In the following, Naomi described the reasons why her mother opposed her marriage:
時代的なそういうのもあるし、やっぱりこう人にどう見られるっていうのを凄く
気にしてた人なので。だから別にその私の結婚相手云々だけじゃなく、やっぱり
こう、ちょっとした事でも昔の人だからっていうのもあって、近所の人の…やっ
ぱり日本人的なのあるじゃないですか。
[I think that generational perceptions might be there, and she was extremely worried how
she was perceived by people. So, not only my marital partner and such but also even a
little thing were her concerns because she is from older generation. Neighbors… sure
enough there’s something Japanese.]
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Naomi noted that her parents grew up after World War II when people likely held more
negative views about race. Thus, the generational perspectives, which reflect seikou toutei,
placing Japan inferior to the West and superior toward the East (see Tanabe, 2008), on race
might shape her mother’s perception of blacks inferiority. In addition, this perception makes
Naomi’s mother believe that having a black son-in-law is shameful. The notions of uchi and soto
in the Japanese community might lead Naomi’s mother to think that she might be excluded from
the community, because her daughter’s marriage with a black man may destroy her face.
Junko, likewise, talked about informing her parents of her marriage to Tevin and received
“もう大反対ですよね。大反対です [As much more strong opposition. Strong opposition].”
Junko’s repeating the word “opposition” illustrates her parents’ rejection of her marriage. Not
only from her mother but also her father expressed his strong disapproval because of the impact
on their family’s reputation. Junko’s family ran their own business. Her parents and their
employees expect Junko to inherit the business because she is the eldest daughter. Junko
acknowledged that people in her hometown, a rural area in Japan, made her marriage even harder
and described her parents’ strong disagreements:
一番考えたのは世間体でしょうね。でやはり、アメリカ人がどうのこうのってプ
ラス、うちの旦那は黒人なんですけど、黒人っていうこともありましたし。えっ
と、父の口からは差別的な用語は一言も出てこなかったです。やはり彼は「会社
はどうするんだ？」みたいな、その、やっぱり父の世間体みたいなもの。「娘が
やってるんだここは」みたいな感じになってるからそれを、そういうことばっか
り会話で言って。
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[I think the first thing which came to their minds were their reputations. Yes, my husband
is a black and (they were against) because they minded him being an American and plus a
black as expected. Well, my father uttered not discriminatory terms. He was like “What
about the company?” like that. Eh, it was like my father’s reputation. It was like “My
daughter manages business here” so he only said something like these in our
conversations.]
Marrying a U.S. American, who is a gaikokujin, was viewed as not ideal for the family,
but also having a black son-in-law was less desirable despite Junko’s father’s refusal to talk
about race. Her father’s comments about business demonstrate his fears of having the black
American gaikokujin son-in-law. Having a black son-in-law would destroy their family
reputation, cancel their family business plan, and possibly take the eldest daughter away from his
family. Her father’s repeated statements about the family business also illustrates his accusation
of Junko’s irresponsible choice as the eldest daughter who was supposed to take care of the
family. Thus, marriage with Tevin was deemed as shameful not only because of his race and
gaikokujin status, but also Junko’s father’s perceptions of her role in their family business.
Because presenting positive face to others and even their extended families are important, so
Kako’s parents kept her daughter’s marriage a secret to protect their reputation. As Ichiro
explained,
My parents never ever disclosed that their daughter is married to a black person to any of
our relatives. So, among the relatives, almost 20 years, “She is staying with her brother in
the United States.”
Although Ichiro’s marriage with his white wife was welcomed by his relatives, he states
that their parents hide their daughter’s marriage by telling their relatives that Kako is in U.S. with
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Ichiro for fear of disappointing their relatives. This is to say that whiteness influenced their
parents’ perceptions of marriage with black individuals as shameful to their family while their
white daughter-in-law is perceived as more desirable. Hiding Kako’s marriage was more
important than Ichiro’s family and their extended families’ face saving. Opposition from Naomi
and Junko’s family and Ichiro’s parents’ cover-up of their daughter’s marriage with a black
American demonstrate the damage to their 世間体, sekentei, which means face and reputation.
Maintaining positive sekentei is valued by some Japanese families because it helps communities
maintain positive reputations.
Fear for Dark-Skinned Grandchildren.
Some participants’ marriage with black people were also opposed by their family because
their grandchildren would have black skin. After a few years of dating, Naomi accepted her
husband’s marriage proposal. Although she felt sorry that she and James did not officially seek
permission from her parents, Naomi told her mother about her engagement over the phone.
Naomi’s mother approved of their marriage; however, she ordered Naomi not to have a child.
Naomi expressed feelings of anger toward her mother’s reaction to her engagement. She recalled
with tears in her eyes:
「いつかそうなるだろう」って向こうも、親も思ってただろうけど、でもね、本
当ね、第一声がね、うちの母は「結婚しても良いけど、子供は作らないで」っ
て。
[I think they, my parent assumed “Someday this day would come,” but really, the first
speech was, my mother said, “You may marry but don’t have children.”]
Naomi’s mother approved of their marriage while opposing the dark-skinned features of
her grandchildren. Because marriage often comes with the expectation of children, ordering
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Naomi to not follow the traditional expectations indicates her lack of desire to have black
grandchildren who may ruin her face and family bloodline.
Kumiko also noted that her relatives tried to persuade her to not marry Kendis because
they did not want a black child in their family.
今でこそもう受け入れてくれてるので（両親は）何にも言わないですけど、最初
の頃はやっぱりその…日本も色白が美観されてる中、なんか。だからその時は親
戚からも肌の色のことは何回も言われたし、「子供達…貴方の子どもも」だから
「黒い、黒い子が生まれるのよ」みたいな。なんとも失礼で。
[Now my parents accepted so they don’t say anything but at first, as expected, well… like
Japan sees white skin as beautiful so at the time my relatives told me about skin color a
number of times like “Children… your child” and so “black, black child will be born.”
What a liberty.]
Her parents and relatives’ descriptions of black skin illustrate the taboo which attributed
to racism or white preference. As Kumiko’s uncle described a black person “a black thing,” they
fear that having a child with black skin may turn them into “things.”
Likewise, Junko noted that her mother disliked her son’s black skin. She was worried
about her sekentei since gossip spreads quickly and negatively. Junko recalled when she brought
her eight-month-old son, Shinichi, to her mother at the hospital:
やはり母の頭の中にはやっぱりその、少し差別的な要因が残ってるんですね。
で、慎一は、そうだな…日本人で言うと「まあよく日焼けした赤ちゃんね」って
いう位ですよね。…母が気にすると嫌だからと思って、いつもその…何て言うん
ですか。4 月頃だったかな。長袖とか長ズボンを履かせてましたね、見えないよ
うに。やっぱり母が気にしちゃうと可哀そうだと思って。
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[As expected, a little of discriminatory case remained in her head after all. And, Shinichi,
let me see… he looked like a well-tanned baby for Japanese… I didn’t want her to be
bothered so I always… what to say. It was around April. I used to dress him with a long
sleeve top and bottom not to let others see. I pitied her if she worried.]
Junko’s description of her son’s skin indicates her view on her son as not a Japanese but
black baby. Junko’s arrangement of dressing her son with long sleeves and pants demonstrates
her understanding of her mother’s concern about her sekentei. Because black skin is seen as
demolishing to their blood (Cornyets, 1994), disguising skin illustrates her mother’s desire for
whiteness or Japaneseness in her family due to the negative connotations of black skin. Junko’s
strategy of hiding her child’s skin serves to protect her mother’s honor. Although this was
Junko’s baby, her mother was not happy and did not accept him as her grandson. The baby’s skin
represents an affront to her sekentei. Naomi, Kumiko, and Junko’s family members’ perceptions
of black skin illustrate their fear of black grandchildren and concerns of their children’s marriage
with black people. The participants’ U.S. black American husbands are described by their
Japanese families as people who could be a good friend, but one who destroys their sekentei. The
connotations of black skin not only a factor in rejecting their black son-in-law into their family,
but also a factor in refusing their black Japanese grandchildren. Possible grandchildren were also
seen as unwanted because their black skin would bring shame to the family’s face while
emphasizing the inferiority of their Japanese families.
Racial Bias Makers: Media Representation of Black People and Ignorance
Some participants expressed their frustration with their family’s racial prejudice toward
black people. They described the attributions of Japanese perceptions of black people in two
ways: First, media representation of black people influences Japanese perceptions; second,
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participants described their families’ ignorance about the history of slavery in the U.S. The
participants discussed how their Japanese family formed their views of black people through
media and ignorance of the U.S. American history on slavery. Ichiro suggests that “Japanese
[people] see the racial relationship in Japan, I mean… through American movies and American
television.” He further described the American media influence in Japan:
I think stereotypically, I think anything we look at Japanese.. you know, Japanese are
exposed to American culture that is selective way- not everything is true. And if you look
at movies then, Indians are all bad and black people are all bad, too.
Ichiro talk about how the U.S. media representations of black people influences Japanese
viewers’ negative stereotypical imagery of black Americans through incorporation of white
superiority and whiteness ideas.
Kumiko also suggested that the imported U.S. media and Japanese news promoted her
family’s negative stereotypes of black people as “本当悪い人達 [Really bad people].” She
explained the imported U.S. media which aired in Japanese news this way:
日本で流されるニュースとかが、ね、内容が恐らくそういうアメリカのニュー
ス、こっちでやってる黒人の人達が何か悪いことしたっていうのが流されてた
り、沖縄で暴行されたとか、そういうのも沢山あった時代で、それがたまたま黒
人の人。…今でこそあれだけど、昔はやっぱり白人の人のは流されることはなか
ったのかなって。
[A lot of news in that generation reported in Japan probably broadcasted news in
America, something bad black people did here, or (Japanese locals) were assaulted in
Okinawa and these people happened to be black people... Now we see but I assume (the
bad news about) white individuals were not broadcasted.]
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Kumiko’s observations of the U.S. and Japanese media illustrate her understanding of
misconceptions about black people. Because they are mainly portrayed as people who are doing
“something bad” or “assaulting” Japanese people while white offenses are dismissed. Japanese
families form negative perceptions of black people that impact their acceptance of them as
family members. Ichiro and Kumiko’s descriptions of imported U.S. media influence indicates
that white superiority is prevalent, and it influences Japanese people’s reactions toward marriage
to gaikokujins of color.
Racial prejudice is formed not only through media representation, but also through their
lack of understanding of history. Naomi stated a quote she heard from somewhere, “人種差別っ
て結局無知から出てくるんだよ [Racial discrimination forth comes from ignorance after all]”
to describe the racial ignorance of her mother’s opposition to her marriage. Kumiko concurs with
Naomi’s quote by expressing her thought on ignorance as “怖い、何も知らないって怖いなっ
て感じですよね [Scary, not knowing anything is like scary].” After dealing with her families’
opposition regarding her husband’s race, Kumiko noted how she understands that ignorance
induced racism in them.
今になってみれば、凄く「あ、やっぱり何も知らないからなんだ」っていう所に
やっと辿り着いたんですよね。もし知っていれば、歴史を知っていれば、別に何
もして、なんていうの、別に悪い事したわけでは、したのは彼らではない。勝手
に連れて来られて。
[Come to think of it now, I finally came to understand that (marriage opposition) was
“Ah, because they know nothing after all.” If they know, know about the history, they
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(black people) didn’t do anything, what to say, didn’t do bad things, people who did bad
were not them. They were freely brought here.]
Kumiko also suggested that ignorance about slavery in the U.S. reinforces ideas of white
superiority about black people. She also wonders if people in her parents’ generation have heard
about slavery, or they even know that slavery existed in the U.S. Likewise, Junko believes that
ignorance shaped her mother’s perceptions about black people and disagreement of her marriage
with Tevin. Junko described her mother as “知識が乏しい人 [a person who lacks knowledge].”
Junko’s mother believed that her husband, Tevin, was a former slave whom she should not
marry, so she talked with her mother about U.S. slavery. This illustrates the racial ignorance that
induces misconceptions about black people. These misconceptions of black people are likely
reflected in beliefs of white superiority, which labeled blacks as inferior and “savage” (see Allen,
2001, p. 478). Although Junko talked about U.S. slavery with her mother denying that Tevin was
a slave, “ちょっと待って、ちょっと待って。ママ、それは全然違う話だよ！ [Wait a
second, wait a second. Mama, that’s a totally different story!]” and “あの人たちだって、あの
人たちはアフリカから鎖で繋がれて連れて来られたんだよ [These people, these people
were chained and brought from Africa],” her mother did not change her perception about black
people. Kumiko and Junko’s family’s ignorance about U.S. slavery supported Naomi’s
explanation that ignorance creates racial prejudices, which induce marriage rejection with black
people.
Interestingly, Asami suggested that her family’s ignorance about race worked out for her
marriage with Dominic, her Jamaican American husband. Unlike other participants’ family
members, Asami’s father nonverbally expressed his opposition to her engagement. She described
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the scene when she brought Dominic home as “あの父親が逃げました、はははは！父親が
「会いたくない」って言って。ははははは！[Well, my father ran away, hahahaha! He said,
“I don’t want to meet (Dominic)”]. Asami’s father ran away to show his opposition to her. Asami
does not know if the reasons were because Dominic was a gaikokujin or black. Asami found it
funny because she believed that her father might have run away from the first meeting even if
Dominic was Japanese. She explained the reasons why ignorance about gaikokujin and race
helped her father changed his mind about her marriage:
外国人に対する知識がなかったと思います。本当に田舎の田舎。で、本当に外国
人がいない地域なんですね…本当外国人と関わりない地域なので、もしかしたら
元々、あまりその黒人だとか白人だとかの偏見がなかったのかもしれないです。
[I think he didn’t have knowledge about gaikokujin. (My hometown) is the country of
countries, and the area where gaikokujins really rarely live…. The locals rarely involve
with gaikokujins so from the beginning, (my family) didn’t have bias about blacks or
whites.]
Asami reasoned that her father’s disapproval of her marriage was a natural response that
anyone in her family would have. She explained that her family did not have racial prejudices
because of their limited interactions with gaikokujins in their community. Asami’s shows
through her acknowledgement that racial bias could be a factor of marriage denial with
gaikokujin, particularly with black people, which was explained by other participants. This is to
say that because of her family’s unbiased views on race, all her family members eventually
accepted her marriage with a black man. Ignorance of the social construct of race may prevent
Japanese families from welcoming U.S. black American sons-in-law while ignorance about
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racial bias may help Japanese family perceive gaikokujins more positively and accept them into
their family. Racial ignorance perpetuates not only the wrong perceptions of people, but it also
creates distinctions and power imbalance among races.
Liberation and Guilt for Family
Accepting U.S. black American sons-in-law would not be easy for some Japanese
families. It requires time and effort for them to overcome or understand their views on race. All
the Japanese participants who married black Americans in this study underwent some struggles.
Before getting approval from their family, the majority of participants left Japan for their
husband in the U.S. However, overcoming their family objection is not an easy task. Participants
must confront their family’s intentions, which often comes with liberation but disrespectful
actions and feelings of guilt.
Junko tried to persuade her parents to accept her marriage however, “1 ミリたりとも考
え方がね、変わりませんでしたからね [Their thought never, even a millimeter, changed].”
Since Junko told her parents about her marriage with Tevin, her mother tried everything to stop
her from seeing him including taking away a car they bought for her. Junko had no choice to take
action because she thought “「行く」って言ってたら多分、うちの母の事だから私を軟禁
状態にしたと思うんですよ [If I said (in advance), “I’ll go (to the U.S.), it’s my mother, she
would probably put me under house arrest].” Junko’s expectation of being imprisoned reflects
Asian families’ intention to stop unwanted cross-national marriage (see Romano, 2008). To
break through the restrains, Junko secretly prepared for her departure to the U.S. by sending 30
boxes of her belongings and giving away her work responsibilities to her family’s employees.
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The day before her departure, Junko told her parents that she was going to the U.S. and described
the scene:
もうショック過ぎて何も言えないんですね、私に。で、私、もう本当にその時
29 になる年か。結構年でしょ？もうそんな子供、子供でもないから、親ももう
…これ、行くって言っちゃってるってことは、決めてることだよってことですか
らね…親に言って、親何も言わずに「ああ」みたいな感じで。
[My parents, what to say, they were too shocked to say anything to me. And I was
becoming 29 that year, and that’s a good age, isn’t it? I was not a child, not a child so my
parents already… My saying “I’m going” meant that I already made up my mind…. I told
them, and they didn’t say anything but like “Ah.”]
Junko stated that her parents were speechless. She talked about her parents’ surprise with
her resistance. This is to say that defying people who are socially in higher positions including
one’s parents in the collectivist culture is deemed inappropriate. This results in collapsing wa, the
harmony with in-groups, and thwarting their family relationship. Junko’s last announcement
indicates her official declaration of leaving the family, and to run away and marry a black man
whom their parents disapprove. As Junko expressed,
私も多分、もう二度とこの家の敷居を跨げない、もう二度と日本に帰って来られ
ない。そういう気持ちでしたね、その時は。ある意味親を裏切ってっていうんじ
ゃないですけど。
[I had feelings that I would probably be unable to cross the threshold of the house and I
would never be able to come back to Japan. I had these feelings at the time. In a sense
like betraying my parents.]
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The expression of “unable to cross the threshold” in Japan means that the head of the
family would not allow someone who dishonors the family reputation come into their house.
Junko expected her family to disown her because she resisted her family’s wish by disgracing
and abandoning them for her black husband. Junko acknowledged that she would be
unwelcomed by her family when going back to Japan because her betrayal of the family. Junko’s
description of her turning away from her family demonstrates that she felt guilt for bringing
shame to the family and disrespecting her family’s will.
Kumiko, likewise, expected her mother’s rejection of her returning to home because she
steamrolled her marriage, as she described:
その後一年位は帰らなかったのかな？で、一年半位経ってから帰る時も私は家に
帰れないと思っていたから、その当時…だから友達の家と従姉妹、親しい従姉妹
が近くにいて、従姉妹に泊めてもらえば良いやと思って。
[After (my marriage), I think I didn’t go home about a year? And, I thought I couldn’t go
home when going back to Japan even after over a year (since I left Japan) at the time… So (I
thought of) my friend’s place and my cousin (for a place to stay), my close cousin lived close so
I thought staying at my cousin’s would be good.]
Kumiko’s desire to find other places to stay in Japan was because she wants to avoid her
mother who strongly opposed to her marriage with Kendis. It was clear her mother would not let
Kumiko return to her house because she married Kendis. Although Kumiko believes that she did
nothing wrong with her marriage, she also felt bad for her parents, as she stated:
親に反対されてたから、名前は変えてない。苗字。夫の苗字にはしてない。それ
だけは私のちょっとした小さな…お詫びじゃないけど… 皆結構変えてますよ
ね、下の名前や上の名前。そうそう。そこだけは、親への…別に変えるのが当た
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り前と思ってたけど、「変えなくても良いんだ」って。なら「そのままにしよう
かな」って思いましたね。
[Because my parents opposed, I didn’t change my name, family name. I didn’t take my
husband’s last name. That’s the only my little… kind of apology…. Everyone changes
their first [sic] name or family name. Oh yes, only that was for my parents…. I used to
think that it’s natural to change (my family name) but I learned “It’s OK not to.” Then, I
thought let’s just keep it.]
Keeping her family name as an apology illustrates Kumiko’s belief that she betrayed her
family. She feels guilty for going against her family’s wishes. She mentioned that many other
people who married U.S. Americans change their family name. But she acknowledged that her
marriage was not accepted like other international spouses because of her family’s racist account
of her husband. Keeping her family name demonstrates her hope to maintain a connection with,
and her respect to, the family despite their opposition to her marriage.
Liberation to Japanese family’s marriage opposition also takes a form of avoidance.
Ichiro told a story of Kako’s decision to run away and marry a black person without talking to
their parents. Ichiro noted, “That was a huge family issue” and continued by stating,
Not only she left Japan telling my parents visiting her brother [Ichiro], she [sic] told them
she’s coming to me and see [sic] me and then [sic] left a note “I am getting married to an
American person, black person” [to her parents].
More importantly, Kako’s lie and confession of her marriage show that marrying a black
American is something she needed to hide from her family. Because some
Japanese families already see international marriage as shameful (see Romano, 2008), the
implication of hiding a marriage with a black man suggests her guilt toward her family. Junko,
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Kumiko, and Kako’s liberation from their parents’ opposition allowed them to stay with their
husbands while leaving them with a sense of guilt for their Japanese family. They know
opposing their family’s disapproval of their marriage is disrespectful to their authority. Spouses
of U.S. black Americans may experience struggles between their family and their life partner
unless they are separated or divorced.
Coming to Acceptance
Some Japanese families who initially were opposed to their daughter’s cross-national
marriage with black individuals likely came to accept it. The parents of the participants either
had no choice, got to know their son-in-law, or accepted their new grandchild, which led them to
eventually accept their child’s marriage. When Kako eloped, Ichiro’s parents kept their
daughter’s secret from their relatives and others over decades until they could not hold it
anymore. The family secret was revealed because “Japan [sic] TV reported her and some of my
relatives saw that she married to a black person (laughing)!” Kako was featured on Japanese TV
program with her husband that her relatives where watching. I asked what happened after the
incident and Ichiro responded:
Nothing really. Nothing really. “Oh, yea she’s married, oh yes.” [Their relatives were]
wondering something weird cuz she can’t.. you know, “She’s [sic] for 20 years living
with her brother?” or something.
Ichiro’s parents took no action when hearing of the news leak. This indicates not only
their desire to cover up their family shame, but also to cover up their acceptance of her marriage.
Ichiro’s relatives’ accepted reactions to the news demonstrate that Kako’s marriage was rather
realistic than surprising or shocking because the parents’ explanation of Kako’s living abroad
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was unreasonable. Both Ichiro’s parents and their extended family may find it easy to accept the
marriage because they witnessed that Kako’s was happily married to her husband on TV.
Likewise, Asami’s father accepted her marriage by being silent after his initial refusal to
meet Dominic. After several years, Asami’s father agreed to meet Dominic when her marriage
was confirmed once. Asami described her interpretations of his silence this way:
うちの父は、あの、本当に口下手なんです。本当に、何も話さない人なんです
ね。ははははは。でも「悪い」とも言わないけれども、多分父の感覚で言った
ら、私が見た感じで言うと「会ってくれる」イコール「もういいよ」の。何もも
う反対もしてなかったですし。
[My father, eh, is a really poor talker. Indeed, he doesn’t speak anything. Hahahaha.
Although he doesn’t say, “Bad,” in his sense, or what I see is that meeting Dominic
equates “It’s OK now.” He didn’t oppose anything anymore.]
Although Asami knew that her father was initially against her marriage, she understood
his willingness to meet with Dominic and saying nothing were signs of his acceptance. Ichiro’s
parents and Asami’s father accepted their children’s marriage through keeping silence because
there was no choice left for them. Silence is a communication strategy by not expressing their
thoughts or viewpoint when people desire to keep wa with others (Davies & Ikeno, 2002).
Silence regarding Asami’s marriage may indicate their willingness to prioritize harmonious
relationships with their children rather than expressing their opposition to black sons-in-law.
Some Japanese parents gradually accepted their child’s marriage when they took a chance
to get to know their son-in-law as a person. Naomi noted that her intentional and selective
storytelling about James helped her mother reshape her views on him. She described her
strategy:
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所々私ももう作為的に良いことしかうちの 親の耳には入れなかったし、ちょっ
と愚痴とか一切言わなかった、彼に関する。でもまあ何ていうのかな、話してた
りとか会話の中で、うちの両親との会話の中で、「この間 James がさ」とか色々
話してて、「良い子なんだな。」っていう、「しっかりした人、良い人なんだ
な」っていうのがやっぱり伝わったみたいで、だからそれで随分わかってきてく
れて。
[Here and there, I intentionally told my parents only good things and rather I never said
complains about him. But well, what to say, during our talk or conversations,
conversations with my parents, I talked various things like “Recently James,” and
(messages as) “(James) is a good kid” and “a reliable person, good person” are conveyed
to my parents so they came to quite understand.]
Naomi’s storytelling about James in conversations provided her parents a chance to get to
know him. The connotation of her stories made them believe that James is a “good” and
“reliable” husband. Her stories altered her mother’s perception of black people including James.
Naomi further mentioned that although James could not come to her parents’ house, her mother’s
attitudes toward her marriage with James changed so much so that they all went on a trip
together.
Kumiko also knew returning home with her husband was not acceptable. However, she
found that her parents’ attitudes changed toward her marriage. When Kumiko informed her
mother about their visit to Japan, her mother asked, “じゃあ、あんたたちどこで寝る？[Well,
where will you two sleep?].” This demonstrates her mother’s implicit expression of her coming
to accept Kumiko’s marriage. When she and Kendis were home, Kumiko’s father tried to
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communicate with Kendis while her mother still struggled. Kumiko described her parents’
transition from opposition to slowly accepting her marriage through interacting with Kendis:
うちの親世代はお父さんに従わないといけないから、母はお父さんが色々やり始
めたら従わないといけない。凄い最初は嫌だった、嫌そうだったけど最初の頃
は。色んな所に連れて行ってくれたりとか、一生懸命話してくれたりとかするこ
とによって、母も仕方がないからじゃないけど。…話すっていう程話せないんだ
けど、話せないのにお酒を飲みながらこう、なんて言うんだろう。お互いに楽し
そうに、コミュニケーションを取ってくれて父が。で、夫も夫でわからない日本
語でこうやりとりをしてたのがきっかけですかね。
[Because my parents’ generations need to follow fathers (husbands), my mother had to
follow my father if he started to do something. At first, my mother didn’t want to, she
seemed hating to do it, but they took us to many places, or they tried to talk (to Kendis)
because she had no choice…. Although my father couldn’t speak (English) as much, he
couldn’t speak but he was like having a drink and, what to say, both seemed to be
mutually having fun and my father tried to communicate. Then, my husband also
communicated using Japanese which he doesn’t understand, and this was the start (of our
family relationship).]
Kumiko’s description of her parent’s generational deference to masculine norms indicates
that the ie system and the traditional Japanese gender expectation to be a “good wife” (Davies &
Ikeno, 2002, p. 180) forced her mother to follow her father’s will. These traditional concepts of
gender forced her mother to support her father because he is the head of the household and her
husband (see Davies & Ikeno, 2002). Because Kumiko’s father decided to interact with Kendis,
her mother was expected to support his decision no matter how much she disagreed with him.
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While her father was willingness to communicate and do activities with Kendis, her mother
initially struggled but ultimately built the same kind of relationship. Her parents’ negative
stereotypical racial perception about black people decreased and thus increased closeness to
Kendis. Communication between both Naomi and Kumiko’s parents and their son-in-law suggest
that getting to know one another helped overcome Japanese perceptions of black Americans and
reduce white supremacist ideas which triggers hate toward them. With the initial negative
perception about black people, Japanese families might struggle to hear stories about, or talk
with their son- or daughter-in-law. However, positive storytelling and interacting with their inlaws allowed the families to shape new positive perceptions. Thus, parents of both participants
came to accept their daughter’s marriage with black men and approved them as their Japanese
family member.
When the participant’s parents became grandparents, they came to accept cross-national
marriage with U.S. black Americans. Junko continuously received “帰れ攻撃 [Return attack]”
which were weekly persuasive letters stating “帰って来い、帰って来い [Come home, come
home]” from her mother. These letters indicate her mother’s disagreement with her marriage. In
return, Junko sent videos of her new life in the U.S. Junko noted that both she and her mother
were “頑固な親子” [Stubborn parent and child] and “譲らないんですよ、お互いにね [both
of us didn’t compromise].” In contrast to her mother, Junko described her father as "父は違いま
した 、ははは！父は違いました [My father was different, hahaha! My father was different]."
In the following, Junko explained signs of her father’s approval of her marriage when her son
was born:
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慎一が生まれた日にですね、fax 送ってきたんです、うちに。ふふっ！で、うち
の夫が病院に持ってきて、「お義父さんが fax を送ってきた！何て書いてあ
る？」って言ったら、極太マジックで「命名：慎一」って書いてあったんです
よ。
[On the Shinichi’s day of birth, he sent our home a fax (chuckling). And my husband
brought it to the hospital and asked, “Your father sent a fax! What did it say?” and it said,
“Naming: Shinichi” in a thick marker].
Naming a child is an important occasion because it influences the child identity and life
in Japan. Junko’s father gave a name to his grandson to not only celebrate the birth and love for
the child, but also exhibit his acceptance of her marriage. Junko saw her father’s gesture as his
way of approving the marriage, which was different from her mother’s consistent prompts to
leave the husband and return home.
Naomi, likewise, noted that having a baby girl became a big occasion for her mother to
approve her marriage. Initially, Naomi’s mother did not want her to have a baby. Predictably, her
mother reacted negatively by saying, “What” when learning about Naomi’s pregnancy; however,
when the baby was born, she said, “本当に可愛い、可愛い [Really adorable, adorable].”
Naomi described her happiest words heard from her mother even now:
うちの娘 Sawa ってミドルネームね、日本の。「あなたより Sawa ちゃんの方が
可愛いわ」とか言ってくれたのが本当に私はもう、それだけで本当に満足という
か、有難かったですね。
[My daughter’s Japanese middle name is Sawa. My mother said like, “Sawa-chan is more
adorable than you” and that was really, I was already like satisfied or grateful.]
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Naomi’s mother’s expression of her affection for the baby demonstrates that her mother’s
desire to overcome her negative perception with having a dark-skinned grandchild. Previously,
Naomi’s mother was concerned with black people in her family would hurt her sekentei.
Naomi’s mother’s comment that her granddaughter is “more adorable than [Naomi]” illustrates
that her feelings changed her perceptions of hate toward black people.
Kumiko’s mother accepted her daughter’s marriage in the caretaking of her baby. When
Kumiko gave birth to her first and second babies, her mother came to the U.S. and helped take
care of them. Her mother’s affection for her grandchildren helped her overcome feelings
subverting sekentei and lead to support for Kumiko’s marriage. Kumiko further noted that after
her parents accepted their grandchildren, they now worry about their hafu children saying, “日本
に住んだら、子供たちが日本に住んだら虐められる [If our grandchildren live in Japan,
they will get bullied]” because of their skin tone. The parents’ concern about black skin in Japan
illustrates the fear of exclusion and rejection of Japanese who desire whiteness. Their care for
their hafu grandchildren also illustrates that they are addressing their own racial perceptions.
Junko, Naomi, and Kumiko’s parents’ changed their opposition to marriage because of their
grandchildren. Previously, all the parents disagreed to their children’s marriage because of
sekentei and their perceptions of black people. Their grandchild may help the families see black
people as one of their family members. In this way, the appearance of their grandchildren helped
Japanese family members change their perspectives on race and accept their black family
members.
Marriage With Invisible Human in Japan: White Gaikokujin
International marriages with whites are accepted as normal and welcomed in comparison
to international marriages with blacks in Japan. In the current study, 12 out of 18 participants
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married white Americans. Most participants did not experience rejection to their marriage from
their families unlike those who married black Americans. Although a few participants who
initially received some sort of rejection, it was never attributed to their spouses’ race but to their
gaikokujin statuses. This analysis will focus on the four themes regarding Japanese families’
marriage acceptance, perceptions of their white son- and daughter-in-law, marriage opposition,
and expected marriage objection.
Accepting Whites as Normal Family Member
Indifferent Marital Partner.
Many participants who married white Americans suggested that their relationship was
accepted by their Japanese families. Even some found surprising that their families easily
accepted their cross-national marriage. For example, Ayu informed her parents about her
marriage over the phone saying, “結婚することにした [I decided to marry]” and her parent
responded “あ、そう [Ah, is that so]” and “あ、そっか [Ah, I see].” Her parents’ replies
indicate no surprises about Ayu’s decision. Ayu explained the reasons for her parents’ reaction:
4 年付き合ってたし、付き合ってるのも知ってたし、別になんか全然反対とかも
なく…結婚する前も、Tim と付き合ってるのは知ってたし、向こうも心配とかし
てなかったんじゃないかなと思う。
[We have dated for four years, and my parents knew about it, so they didn’t oppose or
anything at all… Before marriage, they knew that I was with Tim, and I think they didn’t
worry at all.]
Ayu’s explanations about her parents’ acceptance of her relationship demonstrate that
Tim is an appropriate boyfriend for her daughter. Tim’s white appearance might allow him to be
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seen as standard. Therefore, Ayu’s marriage announcement was viewed as a natural next step for
the couple and her family.
Hiromi, likewise, received an indifferent response from her mother of announcement
about moving in with David. Although David and her family spent a lot of time together, Hiromi
was a little nervous about telling her mother about the news because they were not engaged or
married yet. She expected them to object by saying, “えーそんな結婚の約束の話もまだ向こ
うから来てないのに同棲ってどういうこと？[Err, what do you mean moving in together
even before he didn’t bring up about engagement?].” Instead, her mother said, “ふーん [Huh]”
which indicates her mother’s indifference about Hiromi’s big news. Hiromi also described her
grandparents’ reaction to her marriage as “別に何にも。なんか「あーそう」って感じ
[Nothing really. It was like “Ah, is that so”].” Hiromi’s mother and grandparents’ responses
illustrate that Hiromi’s relationship with David was viewed without controversy. David was
approved by her family members as an appropriate partner with whom they did not have any
objections. Both Ayu and Hiromi’s families perceived their daughter’s marriage with white
Americans as normal without much prolonged disagreement.
Attractive Sons-in-Law.
Some participants’ marriage was welcomed because the white American son-in-law
identity was perceived as positive for the family’s reputation. Mariko told her mother about her
engagement with Ashton and their plan to visit Japan for a formal greeting. Although her mother
was worried about her husband’s reaction to the news, Mariko’s father said, “それは凄い良か
った。本当に凄い良いことじゃないか [That’s really great, really great news].” When her
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parents looked at Ashton in the pictures, they were excited because his father described him “す
ごいハンサムな優しそうな人じゃないか [looks very handsome and nice” and “これはかな
りのイケメンで優しそうだぞ [This is a considerable good-looking man who seems nice].”
Her mother also stated:
「すごい（主人が）イケメンだったから、お母さんは全然大丈夫」とか言って
て。「イケメンで良かった」って言ってて。
[My mother said something like “Because (He is) really good-looking, I am totally OK”
and “I’m glad he is good-looking”].
Her father’s comments about Ashton as “good-looking” and “handsome” indicate his
acceptance and excitement for having someone whose identity enhances the family’s reputation.
While his perception of “good-looking” might be shaped by their desires for whiteness, Ashton’s
“handsome” look is expressed as a bonus which pleases her father. Her mother likewise found
Ashton’s appearance as pleasing and approved of him as a qualified son-in-law. Mariko
described her mother’s excitement this way:
Her parents’ compliments make Ashton a preferable son-in-law. Mariko asked her mother
what if Ashton were not good-looking and her mother responded, “I would have stopped (the
marriage).” Mariko noted that her mother’s perceptions of non-good-looking men were possibly
connected to racial identity, as she stated, “娘の配偶者としては、あれみたい…嫌みたい
[She wouldn’t like it as a daughter’s spouses].” To add, Mariko further described her mother’s
standard of “good-looking” represents white men:
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お母さんの中のイケメンの…は、アフリカ人は入ってないと思う。うん、なんか
日本で「イケメン」って言うと、例えば俳優さんとかモデルさんとかいると思う
んだけど、大体白人だよね。
[Good-looking men in my mother’s mind… doesn’t include Africans. Yes, if we say
“good looking men” in Japan, for example, we can think of actors or models but mostly
whites.]
Her mother’s rejection of “non-good-looking” son-in-law is based on whiteness as the
standard. For her, this illustrates that whites are qualified son-in-law based on physical
appearance while Africans whose skin are black are not. If Ashton was not a good-looking white
person, he might not be welcomed. If he were black, he would be outright rejected. Thus,
Mariko’s parents’ view on race and marriage acceptance are influenced by the perceptions of the
appeal to whiteness.
Similarly, Hiromi’s parents and grandparents welcomed David, as her boyfriend, at the
time, by hosting him with food and drinks. Hosting Hiromi’s boyfriend before any official
engagement indicated their openness to David. David is good for the family because they viewed
him as harmless. Hiromi found it funny when her grandmother said to him, “デイビッドちゃ
ん、トム・クルーズみたいだねぇ[David-chan, you look like Tom Cruise]. Hiromi’s
grandmother’s association of David with a famous and popular white actor represents a
compliment and her excitement with having him around. Although Hiromi was happy that her
family welcomed David, she also knew their response would be different if he were black.
Hiromi described whites as the ideal U.S. American in Japan and expected opposition to black
people from her family in this way:
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アメリカ人イコール白人って多いわけじゃん？ （彼氏が）アメリカ人って言っ
てて、じゃヒスパニックの人来ました。「え？何かイメージと違うけど」ってい
う。で、うん、それでいて、一瞬戸惑いがあったと思うよね。でもそれがね、
「黒人です」って言ったら、反対されてたでしょうね。
[The idea of Americans equals whites is everywhere, don’t you think? I said, “My
boyfriend is American,” and if a Hispanic came, “Eh, the person and my image are
somewhat different.” Then, my family would be puzzled. But if I said, “a black person,” I
assume they would opposed.]
Hiromi’s expectation of her family’s confusion of Hispanic Americans as U.S. American
illustrates that their views of whiteness as the standard U.S. American veils white superiority
ideas of Hiromi’s family. Hiromi explained that the reason for her family’s opposition to black
individuals is because their negative stereotypical imagery as “だっこちゃん人形 [Hug doll].”
The “Hug doll” was a popular toy in Japan from 1960s until it was identified as exhibiting
discriminatory physical features of blacks in 1980s (Takara, 2001). Hiromi believes that the
physical representation of the doll influenced her family’s view on black people; therefore, her
family likely holds racist perceptions of black people, and likely would not accept them into their
family. Both families’ welcoming dispositions of white American men suggest that white
physical features are associated with the connotation as “positive and attractive, empowering
those who possess them (Russell, 2017, p. 24).” Marriage with whites may allow Japanese
families to acquire whiteness and refine their reputation.
Japanese-Like Sons- and Daughters-in-Law.
While white appearances can be perceived as attractive and preferable, possessing
Japanese characteristics also helps Japanese families feel comfortable having a white gaikokujin
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in their family. Seiji described his wife, Rosana, as “嫁さんの方が日本人的です、考え方が
[She thinks more like Japanese than me].” Although Seiji explained:
嫁さんが日本人っぽいというか、考えとかを持ってる人なんで、そこまで強くな
いんですよ。アメリカ、アメリカ（してない）。だから僕はそこは気にした事は
ないし…大人しい…奥深い…大人しい…うちの親戚からも「Rosana は日本人っ
ぽいね」って言われる事があるんで。
[My wife is Japanese-like, or she has Japanese like-thoughts, so she doesn’t come out
strong. Not like America, America. So, I haven’t mind about that…She’s
quiet…profound…quiet… My relatives also told us “Rosana is Japanese-like”].
Seiji’s statement about how his wife thinks more like Japanese people than himself
indicates his wife is different from other U.S. American. She reminds him of women in Japan
which allows him to not think about her U.S. Americanness. Seiji’s illustrations of Rosana as
someone who is quiet, profound, and passive further suggest that she is closer to Japanese
women than U.S. American women. His relative’s comment supports Seiji’s view on Rosanna as
Japanese-like and demonstrate that Rosana is viewed as gaikokujin who is somewhat close to
Japanese and welcomed to Seiji and his family.
Megumi, likewise, expressed her family’s and her own thoughts on her husband, Jack, as
not as typical U.S. American. She described her husband by pointing out his height is about 5
feet 6 inches, and his face is “そんなに…アメリカアメリカ人してないんで (laughing) [Not
much… America-American (laughing)].” Megumi laughed while listing her husband’s nonAmerican characteristics, indicating that she found the list funny because his appearance was
rather Japanese-like. Although Megumi’s description of her husband as less “America-
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American” does not explain what U.S. American males are, Mariko’s mother’s descriptions of
typical U.S. American men may provide possible images. Mariko’s mother expressed her relief
when seeing her son-in-law’s pictures because she thought U.S. American men are “なんかムキ
ムキした、なんか攻撃的な顔してる [Something like muscular and like they have aggressive
faces.]” Combined Megumi and Mariko’s mother’s ideas of U.S. American male, typical U.S.
American males can be illustrated as tall and muscular whose face shows aggression. Reversely,
Megumi’s husband who do not look like the typical U.S. American men has inoffensive calm
face like Japanese men. Thus, his appearance may give some relief to Japanese families. Her
family commented about Jack, “Jack はアメリカ人の感じせんねぇ [I don’t feel Jack is
American]” and “Jack は馴染むね [Jack fits in].” The family’s comments about Jack indicate
their comfortability of being with Jack and their view of him as more Japanese because he has
less U.S. American physical and social characteristics. Japanese families would unlikely feel
comfortable having gaikokujin family members who are the physically and socially typical U.S.
American because the characteristics are incompatible. Japanese-like gaikokujins such as Seiji
and Megumi’s spouses are likely viewed as familiar and easy to accept into Japanese families
because they are somewhat similar.
Open-minded Japanese Family.
Acceptance of white American family members also comes from Japanese family’s openmindedness for gaikokujins. For instance, Natsuki expressed her worries about her parents’
reactions to her boyfriend at the time, Nathan, because he is a gaikokujin. She noted:
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なんかすごい私も誤解してたなと思いました、両親を。なんかもっと、何て言う
んですかね、旦那さん（を実家に）連れて行く時も「外国人だし、何とかだし」
とか言われるかなとか本当普通に思ってたので 。
[I totally misunderstood about my parents. What do I say, When I brought my husband
home, I naturally expected them to say, “He is a gaikokujin or something”].
Despite of Natsuki’s initial worries, her parents were excited to accept Nathan because
they turned out to love the U.S. culture. Natsuki’s anticipation of her husband being a gaikokujin
indicates that marriages with gaikokujins are unacceptable to some Japanese families. Natsuki’s
misunderstanding about her parents illustrates Natsuki’s previous view on her parents as one of
the general conservative Japanese families.
Megumi, likewise, delineated her close and extended family members as “国際的なのに
抵抗はないグループ [a group of people who are not opposed to something international].” She
noted that her family was open-minded and approved her marriage:
一人従姉妹も離婚はしちゃったんですけどアメリカ人と結婚したりして。もう一
人の従姉妹もメキシコで働いてる。…そういう親戚、父方の方は。母方の方も従
姉妹がクオーターかハーフの子。なんか皆オープンな感じですね、ふふふ。
[One of my cousins was married with an American though they got divorced. Other
cousin also worked in Mexico…. These relatives are on my father’s side of family.
Cousins on my mother’s family side are quarters or hafus. Everyone is like open-minded
(chuckles).]
The list of Megumi’s family members indicates that they welcome people from different
cultures and nations with open arms. Megumi’s chuckles may demonstrate her pride for her
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family’s acceptance of others different from them. If Megumi’s family and Natsuki’s parents are
considered open-minded, other Japanese families who hesitate to accept or decline international
marriage can be explained as narrow-minded and conservative. Natsuki and Megumi’s
descriptions indicate that their families are more tolerant than other Japanese families who do not
accept gaikokujins.
Japanese family’s View on White American Family Members
Some participants provided stories about their families’ behaviors and interactions with
their spouses. The families’ interactions with their in-laws illustrate their acceptance and
perceptions of U.S. American family members as gaikokujins.
Actively Choosing to Speak in English.
Some Japanese families show their acceptance of gaikokujins by actively talking to their
sons- or daughters-in-law. Ichiro described his parents’ interests and willingness to communicate
with his wife, Alexa:
My parents want to talk to.. especially my dad wants to talk to my wife all the time…
with his broken English (keeps laughing). But my wife doesn’t really… Um.. cuz my dad
is talkative (laughing) so if we keep him, he is just yuk yuk yuk so [I] just translate to her,
and she just response [sic] “Yes. No. Yes. No.” Ha ha ha.
Ichiro’s parents’ willingness to talk to Alexa indicates their interests in her and their
acceptance of the marriage. His father’s desire to talk to Alexa shows that he wants her to get to
know him despite Alexa feeling overwhelmed by the consistent conversations.
Likewise, Mariko’s mother does not hesitate to talk to Ashton even though neither of
them can speak the same language. Mariko described her mother’s willingness to communicate:
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知ってるカタカナを全般として一生懸命会話してたから。だから深い会話はでき
ないんだけど、二人で遠目で見るとなんか話してるっていうように見える。
[My mother tried her best to talk using mainly Japanese-English words that she knows.
Although they can’t have conversations of deep significance, they seemed to be talking
about something if I saw it from far away.]
Her mother’s willingness to speak Japanese-English demonstrates her acceptance of
Ashton as a family member and her hope to learn about him. Talking to Ashton despite language
barriers demonstrates Mariko’s mother’s comfortability and closeness with him.
Rika, likewise, described her father’s willingness to communicate with her husband,
Matt, although he does not know much English:
It was at the dinner table. So, my dad wanted to tell him ‘eat.’ But he doesn’t know the
word ‘eat.’ So, he flipped the dictionary where.. ‘How do I say eat?,’ you know? And he
found it and he goes [sic] ah.. “Eat, eat, eat” (laughing).
Rika’s father’s willingness to tell Matt to eat food in English, which shows not only his
acceptance of the marriage. Offering food is a way to welcome Matt to their family. Regardless
of English level, all three Japanese parents’ use of English indicates their high eagerness to
communicate with their son-in-law. The families also demonstrate their approval of their
marriage by actively choosing to speak English for their son-in-law. None of Japanese spouses
mentioned that their families members wished their son- and daughter-in-law spoke Japanese.
Rather, some families wished they could speak English. This choice indicates that the families do
not expect their son-in-law to study or speak Japanese because they are gaikokujins who do not
or cannot speak Japanese. Japanese families’ choice of using English for their U.S. American
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son-in-law is a sign of welcome and the families’ acknowledgement of him as different from
them.
Giving Nicknames.
Nicknames indicate what people think of the person. Whereas some Japanese families
use nicknames to address their son-in-law, other families create nicknames for their gaikokujin
family member to disguise their conversations. Hiromi and Magumi’s mothers addresses their
son-in-law saying their names with -chan such as “デイビッドちゃん [David-chan]” and “ジャ
ックちゃん [Jack-chan].” Megumi noted that because her mother addressed her husband with chan, she found it helpful because her mother’s use of -chan prevents her husband from feeling
“わー、疎外感 [Wow, I feel alienated]” in her family. The -chan is a form of address
commonly for someone who is young and adorable, commonly girls, and it is used to express the
users’ closeness and friendliness. Many Japanese parents address their Japanese in-laws with san which is a formal form of address for adults. Their address for Japanese sons-in-law with chan is likely perceived as disrespect because the connotation of -chan carries for grown-up
Japanese men. However, as Megumi noted -chan helps her and her husband know that he is
included in Megumi’s family, the use of -chan for gaikokujin son-in-law likely demonstrates
only Japanese families’ friendliness while indicating Japanese families’ acknowledgement of
their in-laws as gaikokujins.
Some Japanese families also create nicknames for their in-laws reflecting physical and
cultural differences that gaikokujin and Japanese people have. Interestingly, gaikokujin in-laws
do not know these nicknames. Megumi noted that when her father talked a lot in Japanese and
said, “Jack” somewhere in the middle of the talk, Jack turned his head. Her family created
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various nicknames to address Jack to avoid getting attention from him. Megumi described one of
the nicknames:
一番最初とかアメリカ人って目がくぼんでるから「目くぼ君」。歴代 4 つ位あっ
た様な気がする、ははは。
[Very first one was “Mekubo-kun” because American have sunken eyes. I think we had
four successive nicknames, hahaha.]
The nickname was named after Jack’s sunken eyes which is attributed to his white
American physical characteristics and something Japanese people do not possess. The nickname
indicates Megumi’s family’s perceptions of Jack as a white American whose body is different
from theirs. Megumi made it clear that the nickname was not used to call Jack names but to
avoid explaining to him why his name was in their conversations. Megumi’s laugh and
explanation of the nickname also illustrate that they know that the name might be insulting to
Jack while they find it funny as their inside joke. If Jack were Japanese or understood Japanese,
Megumi’s family’s choices of nickname might be different because using physical features that
different from Japanese body can be seen as discriminatory terms such as addressing Asians as
thin eyes. Thus, nicknames may be employed differently for Japanese while indicating that
Japanese families consider gaikokujin as different from them.
The inability to perform cultural practices also influences Japanese families’ perceptions
of gaikokujin sons- and daughters-in law. When Rika’s family had a Buddhist memorial service,
Rika’s sister found her brother-in law’s behavior funny. She secretly named him after the funny
event. Rika also laughed and described the situation:
My sister called him Zabu. So, the monk came to our house… ah and then they had that,
houji [Buddhist memorial service], you know. And when you are at temple or house for
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houji, you have to sit on the floor, meaning kneeling down, not on the couch, not on the
chair. And he can’t do that. So, he wanted a [floor] cushion.
Floor cushion is called Zabuton in Japanese. The word choice demonstrates
incompatibility of the gaikokujin family member with Japanese customs. Rika continued
laughing and added, “And his name is Matt. That also means ‘Mattress’ [in Japanese]. So, she
[her sister] called him Zabu. It’s not to insult him... it’s not to… it’s not like that. But it’s more
like ‘Oh remember that time he needed it [Zabuton]?’ you know.”
Rika’s father also uses the nickname when addressing his son-in-law. Koyama (2014)
suggests that nicknames show closeness among inside members and being addressed by close
friends makes the person feel happy. Similar to Jack, Rika’s husband does not know that his
Japanese family addresses him as Zabu. Although the nickname attributes his inability to kneel,
the secret nickname indicates teasing. The Japanese family sees their gaikokujin family member
as powerless and jokes. Joking about physical and cultural differences brings laughter to people
who possess the Japanese physical features and practice the culture appropriately while
differentiating their gaikokujin family member from their in-group.
Expecting to Do as Japanese Family.
Japanese families’ acceptance is also expressed through asking their in-laws to do what
they expect their family members to do. U.S. American son- and daughter-in-law’s involvement
in Japanese family activities helps them gain acceptance. For instance, when David was still
Hiromi’s boyfriend, he frequently visited her house. Because he often stayed over, David was
expected to help with housework and her grandparents’ agricultural work. Hiromi noted:
トウモロコシをむくのを手伝ったりとか、結構変わってたのよ。デイビッドもな
んか嫌がらずにそういうのに積極的に協力するタイプだったのね。「明日 5 時起
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きだからねーデイビッド」とか言われて(laughing)、「皿洗い手伝ってねー」と
か(laughing)。ほらなんかね、農作業手伝いながら喋ったりとかあるじゃない？
まぁだからそんなに…自然だったかな、いい意味で。
[David was quite weird that he helped peeling corn and stuff. David was a type of person
who didn’t mind something like that but actively went along. He was told “David, wake
up at 5 AM tomorrow” or “Help clean dishes.” See like, people chat while doing farm
work, right? So, that was not so… it was natural in a good sense.]
House guests do not engage in helping work around the house. If David was a guest, he
did not need to do anything. Hiromi’s family’s instruction to wake up early and do dishes
illustrate their perception of David as one of the family. Hiromi’s family was comfortable
enough to frequently have David at their home and ask him to do what her family members were
expected to do. In addition, because David was fluent in Japanese, Hiromi’s family felt more
comfortable letting him stay at their place and talking with him while working.
Natsuki also provided several stories about how her husband, Nathan, who communicates
with her and her family in Japanese, was treated as one of her family members. She explained
that in Nagasaki, where her extended family lives, each member takes their own designated seat.
The seats are sorted by gender, age, and birth order. When Nathan was next to Natsuki, her
father said, “Nathan そこじゃないよ、ここに座りなさい [Nathan, your seat is not there. Sit
down here]” and guided him to take his appropriate seat. This instruction illustrates Natsuki’s
entire family’s view on Nathan as part of their family. In other words, there was no exception for
Nathan who is a U.S. American to sit anywhere he wants but he, as a part of the family, was
supposed to follow their family tradition. Natsuki also described her father’s expectation of
Nathan as a son-in-law, which made Nathan feel that his nationality did not matter to the father.
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When her father was away from home, he asked Nathan to use his luxury car. Although Nathan
hesitated, her father told Nathan “俺の息子が車乗るようになったらこういう風に教える
し、こういう風に何か言うし [If my son started driving a car, I would teach him like this and
say something like this]” to let him know that he considers him as his son. Natsuki’s father’s
identification and treatment of Nathan as “my son” illustrates his trust in him as part of his
family. Nathan’s nationality does not change Natsuki’s father’s views or behaviors toward him.
U.S. in-laws who are considered a member of the family members and are expected to do what
other family members do. In addition, sons- and daughters-in-law’s Japanese language ability
may help families feel more comfortable asking for help and perceive them as not gaikokujins
but as one of their family members who happen to be gaikokujins.
Marriage Opposition to White Humans
Some participants shared stories about their Japanese family’s opposition to their
international marriage with white American spouses. Unlike other participants who married
black Americans, the reason for opposition was attributed to their preference of having a
Japanese son- or daughter-in-law. Because gaikokujin in-laws likely would take their children
away from them, Japanese families’ disagreement may arise even more. Hiroshi got approval on
his marriage with his white American wife while experiencing opposition from his parents in
stating, “あの人たちはデカい [Those people are huge]” or “言葉は通じない [We cannot
understand each other’s language].” He expressed regret for saying “それは差別だ! [That’s
discrimination!]” to his mother when she expressed her opposition to his cross-national marriage
even more than his father; however, he understands their opposition because “日本人は日本人
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と結婚して欲しかった。普通の両親はそうなんじゃないですか [My parents wanted me,
Japanese, to marry Japanese. I think normal parents are that way].” Hiroshi’s parents hoped to
have a Japanese daughter-in-law because marriage between Japanese individuals was their norm.
Their complaints about gaikokujins illustrate that their views of gaikokujins as disqualified inlaws who are bigger than them and who cannot speak Japanese. This unwelcoming behavior
toward gaikokujins are reflected in the Japanese separation from gaikokujins based on cultural
and physical differences that induce an unwillingness to relate with gaikokujins (see Ishii, 2001).
Hiroshi’s understanding of his parents’ opposition indicate that typical Japanese parents hope to
keep Japanese members and tradition in their families through endogamy while excluding
gaikokujins from their family.
Likewise, Yuko, was told “日本人と結婚して欲しい [I want you to marry a Japanese]”
by her mother “何回も何回も何回も言われた [Many, many, and many times I was told]”.
Yuko described her mother’s strong opposition was because “遠くに行っちゃうのが嫌みた
い。あと言葉が [She doesn’t want me to go far away. Also, the language].” The parents’
Japanese preference was evident because they want their daughter to stay closer and they worry
about language barrier. Even after 19 years of marriage, Yuko still feels that her mother hopes
that she will “全然別れて帰って来い [Absolutely divorce and come back]” because her mother
continues to tell Yuko that “別れて帰って来れば? [Why don’t you divorce and come back?]”
or “孫と一緒に帰ってきちゃえば [Why don’t you come back with my grandchild?].” Yuko’s
mother’s indications of divorce illustrate her opposition to her marriage. Yuko’s husband was
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and still is viewed by her mother as a gaikokujin intruder and thief who took her daughter and
grandchild away from her.
Seiji’s marriage was also rejected by her mother while his father was fine with it. Seiji
explained the reasons why his mother disagreed with his marriage:
僕がアメリカ人と結婚する事を嫌がるんじゃなくて、僕がアメリカに行ってしま
うっていうってことが。やっぱり僕長男なんで、そこは辛かったみたい。
[It was not me marrying an American, but she didn’t like me going to America. I am the
eldest son in the family so that was tough for her.]
Seiji’s mother initially disagreed with the marriage because he, the eldest son, who was
supposed to protect their family’s reputation (see Davies & Ikeno, 2002). Seiji’s mother told him
that she would “もう行った後はもう Seiji は死んだものっていう風に考えよう [already
considers Seiji dead after he left].” Although the reasons for the mother’s thoughts were not
explained, the Japanese traditional ie system might influence Seiji’s mother to treat him as nonexistent to protect their family reputation from the son’s failure to fulfill his duty as the eldest
son of the family. The interviews revealed that international marriage with white Americans may
be opposed by some Japanese families because their son or daughter would likely leave the
families in Japan. If they leave, then they might destroy their family’s sekentei and family
bloodlines. White spouses can be considered too culturally and physically different from the
Japanese to be desirable in-laws. They may be also viewed as potentially taking their children
away from their Japanese family.
Expected Marriage Opposition
Most participants whose spouses are white in this study expressed no issues when
marrying their spouses. As discussed in the previous section, although some experienced
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rejections from family, the reason was not because of their spouses’ race but gaikokujins who
would bring troubles and shame to the families. Some participants do not believe that race has an
impact on their families’ view on their marriage with U.S. Americans. For example, although
Seiji’s marriage was opposed by his mother, he does not find that race is associated with his
family’s objection as he noted that “ただ単にこう日本から離れられる事が嫌だったんで、
相手は関係ないと思います [(My mother) simply didn’t want me to be away from Japan so I
don’t think my partner was related].”
Likewise, Natsuki, believes that race does not matter to her families’ acceptance or
rejection because both sides of her family were not prejudiced. She explained:
「こういう人間ってこう」とか、「こういう人種ってこう」っていうのが嫌いっ
ていうか、元々そういうのが嫌だから。嫌だし、教えられてきたから、そういう
考えの人たちの中で育ってきたんで、仮に中身が Nathan で黒人でもいいし、別
にそういうの考えたことがないかもしれません。
[Like I dislike the ideas of “This kind of human is this” or “This kind of race is this” or
rather I originally hate something like that. I hate it and because I was taught and I grew
up among people who thought that way, I don’t care if Nathan is black if the content is
Nathan, and I never thought of idea like that specially].”
Natsuki’s continuous uses of terms like “dislike” and “hate” demonstrate feelings
attached to people who hold racial prejudice for others. Her discourse stating that her husband
being black does not matter to Natsuki and her family may reflect Kelsky’s (2001)
“boifurendo/shujin ga tama tama gaijin datta” [my boyfriend/husband just happened to be a
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foreigner]) (p. 422)” argument, which allows white men to be raceless while racializing black
men. Natsuki further disagreed with acknowledging race and noted:
考えたことがないというより、考えてる時点で考えてる気がする。黒人だった
ら、アジア人だったらヨーロッパだったらって考えてる時点で決めつけてる、考
えがあるんじゃないかなって思っちゃって、考えてないですかね。
[It’s not that I never thought about race, I think when people think about it, they already
think about it. Because when people think about others are black, or Asians, or
Europeans, I think that people already brand others, so I don’t think about it.]
Natsuki’s ideas about race as judging people based on race and ethnicity attributes to her
family’s unprejudiced dispositions. This notion to avoid prejudice and discrimination may reflect
colorblindness, which allows dominant people not to see how race influences others who face
injustice. Similar to Japanese racial hierarchy which was influenced by the western racial views
and practices, the concept of colorblindness may influence some Japanese people who do not
acknowledge the impact of race in history and everyone’s daily lives in the world. Because
Japanese people are the dominant people in Japan and whites are the dominant race in the world,
Japanese spouses of whites may not experience what other Japanese spouses of color and their
spouses experience daily. This is to say that Japanese and white couples avoid being racialized in
Japan. Asami, who married a black American, noted:
本当どこ行っても白人は受け入れられるじゃないですか、どの国に行ったって。
だからやっぱりね、感覚持たないですよね、差別っていう。
[Genuinely, whites are accepted wherever and any country they go. So, they don’t have a
sense of discrimination after all.]
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Asami’s description of whites as welcomed by any country indicates that whites do not
need to worry about mistreatment based on their race. Japanese partners of whites may be able to
get away from thinking about race, because their white partners do not see race or experience
racism.
Some participants of whites acknowledge that their spouses’ race is a significant factor
which influences their Japanese families’ views on their cross-national marriage. Although Yuta
was unsure how his parents would react if his wife were not white, he expected his parents’
rejection. Yuta noted:
多くの日本人が、あの、アフリカ系アメリカ人とかそういう肌がちょっと黒い人
を見下す傾向があるので、もしかしたらちょっと母親とか父親も、あまり言いた
くはないですけれども、拒否反応がもっとあったかもしれませんね。ちょっと人
種差別的に、あったかもしれませんね。
[Because many Japanese people tend to disdain people whose skin color is a little dark, I
don’t want to say but perhaps my parents might have a more rejective reaction, kind of
discriminatory they might have.]
Yuko also expected her family to be even more opposed to her marriage if her husband
was black because “うちの親は多分差別あるから [My parents probably have discrimination
[sic]].” Yuko’s mother still holds bitter feelings about her marriage with her white husband
because he is a gaikokujin. In addition, she believed that her mother would “黒人の人だったら
もっと反対した [be even more strongly opposed if my husband were black].” Yuko continued:
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「黒人の人だったら、白人の人だったら」って言うと、やっぱり「だったら白人
の人の方が良い」って言うと思う。
[When it comes to “If black person or if white person,” I believe that she would say, “If
that’s the case, I prefer a white person” after all].
When I asked Yuko why her mother prefers a white over black husband, she explained
that even whites stand out more due to their bigger bodies and different appearance compared to
the Japanese. White gaikokujins are preferable because “黒人だともっと目立つ [Blacks stand
out even more than whites].” Yuko’s mother’s strong Japanese preference illustrates the
Japanese dominant racial hierarchy by placing the Japanese as the standard, whites as below
themselves, and blacks the least preferable. The hierarchy reflect seikou toutei except the
Japanese ranks as above of all. As Yuta and Yuko pointed out discrimination against people who
possess darker skins, comes from beliefs about their racial inferiority.
Hiromi also expected her family’s opposition to marrying to a black American in talking
about her mother’s racial perceptions of them since she was a teenager. Hiromi even had an
argument with her mother about a derogatory term “くろんぼちゃん, Kuronbo-chan, [Darkie]”
which her mother used to identify black people without hesitation. She noted that a shocking
movie about a slave ship likely formed her parents’ perception of black people. Hiromi explained
the impact of the movie on her mother:
（黒人が）物以下の扱いをされてて、でなんか購買をされたり。で、そのイメー
ジがもう強い…それまでそれほど世間様を知らない母が、まぁお嬢様育ちなんだ
けど、その初めて見た映画がそんなんで、トラウマの様にそれが染みついちゃっ
て、もう忘れられない。Racism の以前のその問題の前にそれをバッと出された
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から。もうそのインパクトが強すぎて、そしてそれに加え、その流行りのだっこ
ちゃん人形みたいな馬鹿にしたような感じの。ね？だからもうダメなんだろう
ね。払しょくできないのよ。
[(Black people) in the movie were treated as if they were less than things and purchased.
Then, that image is presently strong… my mother with a sheltered life didn’t know the
world, and her first movie she ever watched was like that. She cannot forget about it like
stained trauma because that was in front of her eyes even before knowing about the
problems prior to racism. In addition to that, the popular things like hug dolls that make
fools of (black people), right? So, I assume that’s it. She cannot overcome.]
Although the movie was shocking to Hiromi’s parents because of the treatments toward
black slaves, her mother’s perceptions about black people are formed by the practices reflected
white superiority. The perception of race allowed her mother to see black people as inhuman and
use discriminatory terms as normal while placing herself same as whites. Ignorance about racism
and the social construction of race induce racial bias toward black people and affect perceptions
of Japanese people who are neither whites nor blacks. The participants’ expectation of marriage
opposition based on race revealed that Japanese families’ prejudice which may provoke extreme
marriage opposition to possible black in-laws.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION
The analysis revealed Japanese perceptions of race and Japanese identity, and
gaikokujins. Through the lens of Japanese spouses’ views on race and their Japanese families’
views on international marriage, this study provided several avenues for understanding how
Japanese people view and treat gaikokujins in Japan. This study also examines how race may
influence their perceptions and behaviors toward gaikokujins and their views of international
marriage with U.S. Americans. In this study, I posed three research questions that were
addressed through the Japanese participants’ responses: First, I wanted to understand how
participants’ families view international marriage? Second, I wanted to understand how race and
ethnicity influences these families’ views on international marriage? Third, I aimed to
understand how these families view themselves and their daughter- and son-in-law through
international marriage in their family? The analysis of the data was organized to address two
broad themes: First, Japanese individuals, in this study, understand race in interacting with
gaikokujins in Japan; second, Japanese families’ perceptions of international marriage in
influencing how they view their familial reputation. I will elaborate on the three research
questions and the themes which emerged from the interview data.
This study aims to show how Japanese people perceive gaikokujins and change their
behaviors while establishing their racial identity when interacting with gaikokujins. In chapter
four, there were major themes that focused on treatment toward gaikokujins, the impact of
English education and media representations on Japanese perceptions of race, and perceptions of
other gaikokujins of color. I found that Japanese people treat gaikokujins differently in their
everyday interactions with them based on appearance, culture, and race. It was evident from the
interview data that whiteness and white superiority have an impact on Japanese English
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education and media representations of gaikokujins that would influence Japanese perceptions of
gaikokujins and race. Japanese education influenced Japanese views on whites as trustworthy
and desirable, and blacks as untrustworthy and undesirable by validating white spoken-English
while discarding English spoken by people of color. The cultural and racial imbalance positions
whites as desirable, standard, and international reinforcing white preference for English teachers.
Selective media representations reflect whiteness also to form perceptions of whites as universal
and desirable while blacks are regarded as uncommon and undesirable. Japanese people likely
formed their views of other gaikokujins of color including Asians as inferior and different
through Japanese sociohistorical, cultural, and political relationships influenced by the notion of
seikou toutei. Future research can include more participants whose spouses come from culturally
diverse backgrounds to further understand Japanese families’ views on marriage with non-whites
and non-Americans.
The study also aimed to understand how race influences Japanese families’ perceptions of
international marriage and their identity in interactions with gaikokujin sons- and daughters-inlaw. In chapter five, major themes and subthemes focused on marriage with black people who
bring shame, guilt, and degradation to the families; white family members who positively
influence family reputation; families’ views on gaikokujin family members; marriage opposition
to whites; and expected marriage opposition based on race. It was evident that race impacted
Japanese families’ perceptions of international marriage. Whereas marriages with black
Americans were opposed by Japanese families, most marriages with white Americans were
accepted without issue. The Japanese families opposed marriage with black individuals because
of the connotation of them as different from the standard white Americans in bringing shame to
the families and desecrating to Japanese bloodlines. Through media representations of black
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people and ignorance of the history of slavery, whiteness influenced the families’ views on their
daughters- and sons-in-law while positioning themselves as different from black people who
usually negatively represented and stereotyped. While experiencing opposition, some
interviewees left their families for their spouse in feeling guilt. Their Japanese families came to
accept their marriages by realizing it was destined to occur, and by becoming grandparents and
learning about the birth of their grandchildren.
In the analysis, it was evident that white Americans were perceived as normal, attractive,
and Japanese-like by the families while some Japanese families considered themselves as openminded people who accepted gaikokujins into the families. The participants’ parents viewed their
daughters and sons-in-law as a part of their family while acknowledging similarities and
differences between the Japanese and gaikokujins. They chose to communicate in English, used
nicknames, and engaged with them during family activities. While Japanese and black couples
likely face opposition because of race, Japanese and white couples are unlikely to encounter the
same difficulties. Some families rejected marriage because of their preference for Japanese
daughters- and sons-in-law which would allow them to live closer and look after their families.
Some Japanese spouses recognized that their families’ images of whites were more positive than
non-white Americans, and thus they expected their family to oppose their marriage if their
husbands were black. Even when facing marriage opposition, it was evident that white sons- and
daughters-in-law were viewed as gaikokujin intruders, but they were still human.
Implications of the Study
This study contributed to literature focusing on intercultural communication studies in the
area of race and racialization in Japan. The findings of the Japanese participants and families
perceptions of gaikokujins and race allow them to include or exclude gaikokujins in their lives
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(Ishii, 2001). The study uncovered that race has an impact on the views on gaikokujins and alter
their behaviors. The notion of seiko toutei, formed the images of whites as high-culture and
desirable while Asians are viewed as underdeveloped and inferior (Tanabe, 2008). These
perceptions, influenced by white superiority, make Japanese people feel more comfortable
having white gaikokujins in their daily lives than non-white gaikokujins (Ohtsuki, 2009).
Furthermore, the important aspect of the current study is that the seikou toutei also influences
Japanese families’ views on their U.S. American sons- and daughters-in-law and contributes to
whether or not Japanese parents accept their child’s marriage.
This study is also significant in that the connotation of skin color and appearance shaped
by media influence Japanese families’ perceptions of gaikokujin sons- and daughters-in-law.
Japanese families’ descriptions of their white sons-in-law as “handsome,” “good-looking,” and
“Tom Cruise” illustrate whites as prestigious and ideal gaikokujins (Prieler, 2010). Conversely,
other families’ descriptions of their black sons-in-law as “slaves,” “bad people,” or “Kuronbochan, [Darkie]” illustrate blacks as negative, different, and not preferable (Prieler, 2010).
Japanese families’ views on gaikokujins are influenced by media reflect white superiority. Their
perception of race shaped a sense of superiority toward black people while inferiority to whites.
Furthermore, the current study found that these racial images influenced Japanese families’
acceptance of their sons- and daughters-in-law. Their perception of race was used to screen
whether their daughters- and sons-in-law were qualified as their children’s spouses and to
determine spouses’ impact on families’ reputations. In addition, although some Japanese parents
rejected their children’s marriage with black people, some parents stated they would accept their
child’s friendship with black people. These different behaviors toward black people illustrate that
collectivist culture where ingroup members should keep wa with their ingroups (Davies & Ikeno,
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2002). The negative reputations of black people influenced the families’ acceptance as a family
member while friends who are not family may not matter to Japanese families.
The findings of the analysis also led to intriguing results regarding how Japanese people
use and understand silence to communicate their thoughts and intentions. Analysis found that
silence was used when people do not want to explicitly agree or disagree or express their
opinions to maintain wa within their ingroups (Davies & Ikeno, 2002). Because message senders
keep quiet, the interpretations of the messages are dependent on the message receivers. Japanese
parents of participants who married black people never mentioned the marriages to their
extended relatives to hide the “taboo” relationship. After the secret was disclosed, the parents
kept silent, and their children interpreted this silence as acceptance. Another participant who
initially experienced marriage rejection also understood her father’s silence as acceptance.
Interpretations of silence depend on other non-verbal cues, context, and individual experiences.
In the following sections, I will discuss important aspects of the study including Japanese
superiority over gaikokujins in Japan, the impact of seikou toutei on Japanese perceptions of
gaikokujins, English education and media instilled whiteness, Japanese identity through marriage
with “Americans,” and contradiction within Japanese identity.
Japanese Superiority over Gaikokujins in Japan
This study revealed that Japanese people identify differences in appearance and language
while engaging in passive, passive aggressive, and excluding behaviors toward gaikokujins.
These behaviors allow Japanese people to differentiate themselves from gaikokujins regardless
of length of stay and the level of cultural adaptation in Japan (Ishii, 2001). It was evident that
Japanese culture is used to secure Japanese superiority because it is “common to all Japanese and
unknowable to non-Japanese” (Cornyetz,1994, p. 130). Japanese people require gaikokujins to
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adapt to their culture to be accepted in Japan while limiting fair treatment because of their
imperfect Japaneseness. Importantly, Japanese people consciously and unconsciously include
and exclude gaikokujins based on the benefits perpetuated through social, political, and
economical Japanese dominance. Therefore, superiority allows the Japanese to be the dominant
and standard race in Japan while overlooking mistreatment toward gaikokujins (Kawai, 2015).
The Impact of Seikou Toutei on Japanese Perceptions of Gaikokujins
It became evident that Japanese views of other Asians are influenced by seikou toutei, the
sense of inferiority toward the West and the superiority toward the East. Whereas white
gaikokujins are viewed as ideal, gaikokujins whom the Japanese should admire, members of
other Asians groups are viewed as economically, politically, and socially inferior to the Japanese.
Although Japan is an Asian nation, the notion of Japanese superiority in Asia allows Japanese
people to separate themselves from other Asians while identifying themselves with one of the
white superiors (Bonnet, 2002). Building from Allen’s (2001) research, the legacy of the
colonization disadvantages Asian nations socially, economically, and politically. Japan
perpetuated its superiority of other Asian people and nations while inducing negative perceptions
of them. Japanese people likely oppose marriages with other Asians who are deemed inferior or
whose national economic and social standing are lower than their own. The Japanese historic and
current notion of seikou toutei influences cultural values and norms in a way that determines how
other Asians groups are seen and treated based on nationality, culture, and economic status.
International couples living in Japan would add more insight to the current study of how
Japanese people view gaikokujin residents and international couples while examining how
gaikokujins negotiate their identity in Japan.
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English Education and Media Instill Whiteness in Japanese Perceptions of Race
The study also revealed how race influences Japanese perceptions of gaikokujins.
Through Japanese English education, whiteness is embedded in Japanese culture normalizing
white standard English as the universal norm (Nakayama & Krizek,1995). Japanese people are
encouraged to acquire white-spoken English while dismissing English spoken by non-whites
regardless of their countries of origin. Because English has connotations of cultural and
economic globalization in Japan, whites easily attain the reputation of “high culture and
civilization” (Debnár, 2016, p. 126). With whiteness practices promoted by Japanese
internationalization, non-white foreigners are seen as unqualified and unwanted in social
situations. Japanese English education demonstrates how practices instill the sense of white
superiority, while supporting the notion of inferiority of non-whites in Japanese culture. Due to
whiteness embedded in the education, Japanese individuals perceive whites as standard,
desirable English speakers. This phenomenon was found in the participants’ discourses with
Japanese students and colleges that demanded white American teachers and Canadian host
families. This perception of whites as the standard and desirable supports existing research on
Japanese students’ preferences of white teachers (see Rivers and Ross, 2013).
Likewise, whiteness embedded in Japan and U.S. media influence perceptions of whites
as desirable while blacks are seen as undesirable romantic partners. It became evident that media
reinforced white popularity through projecting white people as desirable (Prieler, 2010),
attractive, and cool gaikokujins which normalizes the Japanese desire for white partners. Because
Japanese people seldomly see black people in their daily lives or even in media, they likely view
black people as rare, different, and unattractive gaikokujins. Whereas the normalization of whites
allows Japanese individuals to not see race in whites, blacks who are physically and culturally
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different from whites and Japanese people are racialized (Kelsky, 2001). Japanese women who
prefer black men were described as “minority” and their black preference was seen as
uncommon. Japanese people likely view the minority women as strange and different but also
confronting the Japanese commonsense reflected whiteness (Cornyetz, 1994).
Japanese Identity Through Marriage with “Americans”
The race of daughters- and sons-in-law also matters to Japanese families. Japanese people
accept or reject marriage within their families depending on negative stereotypes that they hold
and affinity for whiteness. It was evident from the analysis that the Japanese English education
and media representations of white people impacted the participants’ families’ perceptions of
“Americans” as whites. By exploring how white American culture is in Japanese culture, many
Japanese people feel familiar to white Americans (Ohtsuki, 2009). Japanese families accepted
white sons- and daughters-in-law without any objection, because they are deemed standard
American and desirable gaikokujins of bringing positive reputations to the families. Some
families opposed marriages with whites due to their Japanese preference for sons- and daughtersin-law. Because Japanese is deemed the standard race and its identity is interconnected with
Japanese culture and lineage, rejection of whites is attributed to their desire for Japaneseness in
their family (Cornyetz, 1994). Importantly, the families did not see the white race of their
daughters- and sons-in-law (Nakayama & Krizek, 1995) but they did perceive them as
gaikokujins who kidnapped their children and ruined Japanese ie system and bloodline.
Whereas marriages with whites were overall welcomed, marriages with black Americans
were perceived as unthinkable and shameful because of the connotation of black Americans as
former slaves, inferior, or criminal which would hurt their family’s reputation and “defile
Japanese purity” (Cornyert, 1994, p. 132). These perceptions reflect white superiority and create
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uncomfortable feelings and disagreement in cases of cross-national marriage with black
Americans. Through international marriages with white or black Americans, Japanese families
identify themselves with whites who are raceless (Kelsky, 2001) while differentiating racialized
blacks from themselves.
Contradiction within Japanese Identity
The study revealed how Japanese identity is influenced by the sense of seikou toutei. It
was apparent that Japanese identity is always negotiated depending on whom Japanese people
are in contact with. With the sense of superiority and inferiority, Japanese people identify
themselves historically as politically, economically, and socially superior to other Asians while
seeing themselves as inferior to whites who were and still are viewed as role models. Moreover, I
found it interesting that some Japanese families see themselves as raceless when rejecting their
child’s marriage with black American men. Although Japanese people are viewed as Asian in the
world, they are the standard in Japan which allows them to adopt racelessness when needed to
assert their superiority over non-white, non-Japanese others. The study also uncovered that
Japanese identity can be internally negotiated in contradictory ways. For example, when Junko
came back to see her mother in Japan, she hid her baby’s skin for her mother’s sake. Keeping her
skin uncovered allowed her to identify alongside her mother as the Japanese standard which is
normal and therefore free to be seen. The contrast between keeping her skin visible and hiding
her son’s skin reflects the aspect of Japanese identity within Junko which continues to prioritize
Japanese superiority over gaikokujin. However, Junko left her family for her husband because
they opposed to her marriage. She had a biracial child despite her mother’s contempt for her
relationship. She liberated herself from her family’s perception of black people as former slaves
while separating her identity from her parents. Both the actions taken to maintain Japanese
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superiority and the actions taken to disrupt Japanese superiority and normalcy present a complex
identity which exists in one body. Similar to Junko, other participants also reflected
contradictory identities. Kumiko and Naomi challenged the Japanese superiority identity by
marrying black men. However, they also felt guilty and occasionally accommodated their
families’ prejudices. Kumiko decided not to change her last name as an apology for going
against her family’s opposition. Similarly, Naomi, abiding by her mother’s request, did not take
her husband to her mother’s house. While accommodating prejudices does not reflect acceptance
of prejudices, it does reflect the power of seikou toutei embedded within Japanese identity and its
ability to dominate other aspects of Japanese identity when the context calls for it. Although
Japanese superiority is foundational to Japanese identity, contradictory identity which challenge
Japanese superiority is also in Japanese minds. By embracing contradictory identities, Japanese
people will be able to make wa with gaikokujins.
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Appendix B

CONSENT FORM

Unveiling Race and Identity through Kokusai Kekkon
You are invited to take part in research about Japanese families’ views on Kokusai Kekkon,
international marriage. You are a potential participant because you are a Japanese national who
is married to a U.S. American. The research is being conducted by Manami Matsuoka in
Communication Studies under the guidance of Dr. Christopher Brown, an Associate Professor in
Communication Studies at Minnesota State University, Mankato. We ask that you read this form
before agreeing to be in the research.
Purpose
The purpose of the research is to examine how Japanese families feel and think about Kokusai
Kekkon and their non-Japanese family member(s). Kokusai kekkon means international marriage
in Japanese.
Procedures
If you agree to be in this research, and sign this consent form, we ask that you answer questions
by sharing your experiences and opinions about international marriage with your interviewer.
Participation in this online interview will last for about an hour to two hours. Only online
interviews will be conducted.
Risks
The risks of participating are no more than anyone would experience in daily life. If you have
any concerns, you can contact Manami Matsuoka and Dr. Christopher Brown regarding the
interview. The contact information is located under the Contact heading on the page.
Benefits
There are no direct benefits to participants in this research. However, the results of this research
could help more people in the world understand how Japanese people view Kokusai Kekkon.
Compensation
Participation is voluntary. There is no compensation for this research.
Confidentiality
The interview will be held in an online private space. The interview will be recorded with an
audio recorder. In case unnecessary personal and/or identifiable information is provided by the
participant, the data will be erased from the research record. Interview data and all consent forms
will be stored securely in a locked office cabinet in a secured office at Minnesota State
University by Dr. Brown. Your identity will be recorded with the use of a pseudonym. All the
interview data will be destroyed after one year.
Please initial
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Voluntary nature of study
Your decision to participate in this research will not affect your relationships with Minnesota
State University, Mankato, and refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits.
Even if you sign the consent form, you are free to stop participation at any time by informing the
interviewer that you are no longer answering any questions. You do not need to complete
participation if you feel uncomfortable doing so. After completing the interview, you may
withdraw your participation anytime. Researchers will identify your transcription and audio
recording via assigned pseudonym and remove your data from the research.
Contact
If you have any questions about this research study, contact Manami Matsuoka at
manami.matsuoka@mnsu.edu, or Dr. Christopher Brown at (507) 389-1712, or
christopher.brown@mnsu.edu. If you have any questions about participants' rights and for
research-related injuries, please contact the Administrator of the Institutional Review Board, at
(507) 389-1242.
Sign below to indicate your willingness to participate in this research study and to indicate that
you are at least 20 years of age.
______________________________________
Your Name
______________________________________
Signature of participant
______________________________________
Date
You have the right to keep a copy of the consent form. The copy may be obtained through the
interviewer in the form of hard or scanned copy.


Participant received a copy.

IRBNet ID #1573449
Date of MSU IRB approval:
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Appendix C
Recruitment Script

INVITATION MESSAGE
Hello,
We are looking for Japanese individuals in Japan and the United States of America who married
U.S. Americans and who would be willing to participate in our study regarding Kokusai Kekkon,
international marriage.
Interviews will be conducted online. The online interview will last for one to two hours.
Participation in the interview is completely voluntary and all your responses and private
information will be kept confidential.
You have the right to decline and stop participation at any time. Your decision whether or not to
participate will not affect your relationship with Minnesota State University, Mankato, and
refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits.
There are no direct benefits to participants in this research. However, the results of this research
could help people in the world understand how Japanese people view international marriage.
If you are interested in participating the study, please contact Manami Matsuoka at
manami.matsuoka@mnsu.edu to arrange an interview.
We welcome any questions or concerns you may have for the study. Please contact us at
manami.matsuoka@mnsu.edu or christopher.brown@mnsu.edu.
Please feel free to share this recruitment letter with Japanese nationals who might be interested in
participating this study.
We look forward to your participation.
Sincerely,
Christopher Brown, PhD
Department of Communication Studies/College of Arts and Humanities at Minnesota State
University, Mankato
Manami Matsuoka, Graduate Student
Department of Communication Studies at Minnesota State University, Mankato
IRBNet ID #1573449
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Appendix D
Interview Protocol
Interview number:

Interviewee’s Pseudonyms:

Date & Location:

Length:

Interviewee’s Age:

Family Age:

Hometown:

Current Residence:

Education level:
Profession:
Length of Marriage:
Spouse’s Pseudonyms:

Ethnicity:

1. Location: Atmosphere, Smell, Temperature, Quietness

2. Impressions of the respondent.

3. Face Expressions, Non-verbal cues

4. Interactions

Age:
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Appendix E
Interview Guide
1. You told me that you are from XXX in Japan.
a. Did you grow up in the area?
b. How long did you live there for?
c. Where do you live now?

2. Does your family live in your hometown XXX?
a. (Yes) How often do you visit your family/relatives?
b. (No) Where does your family live? Then ask 2-a.

3. Can you tell me how you feel when you are back home?
a. How did you grow up in your family?
b. How do you spend time with your family/relatives when you are home?

4. You told me that you currently live in YYY (Residence). Can you tell me how you
decided to live there?
a. How long have you lived there?
b. How do you and your spouse like living in YYY?

5. How often does your spouse visit your family?
a. How does your spouse like your hometown/home?
b. What do you and your spouse do when you two are with your family?
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c. What do you and your spouse talk with your family?
6. How did you and your spouse decided to marry?

7. What are your experiences or conversations when you told your family about your
marriage with your spouse?
a. What did your family say about your marriage decision?
b. How supportive was your family about your marriage?
c. Did your family members tell you their view on gaikokujin or American?
d. How did your family think that you were marrying to American?

8. What are your experiences regarding the first day when your spouse and your family
met?
a. How did the meeting go?
b. How did your family react to your marriage proposal?
c. How did your family feel about your marriage decision if you know?
d. What kind of impressions did you family have of your spouse?
e. How did you think that your family and your spouse would get along?
f. Did your spouse and your family experience any difficulties when interacting?
How so? What made the interactions easy/difficult?
9. How did you family respond to your marriage?
a. How was it difficult/easy?
b. In what ways do you think it was difficult/easy for your family to agree with your
marriage?
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c. If it was difficult, how did your family overcome the objection?
10. How do your spouse and your family interact with one another now?
a. How does your spouse address your family members?
b. How do your family and relatives address your spouse?
c. Do your family/relatives have nicknames for your spouse?

11. Do your family/relatives have other gaikokujin family member(s)?
a. (Yes) How does the other gaikokujin family member(s) and your family/relative
interact with each other?
b. (No) If your spouse was Japanese, how similarly/differently would you think your
family/relatives view your marriage?

12. You told me that your spouse is (European/African/Hispanic or Latino/Asian/Native)
American. Some racial and ethnic studies show that European/White Americans are the
most popular racial figure in Japan. How do you feel about this?
a. What makes you think the data is accurate/inaccurate?

13. If your spouse’s race or ethnicity was White/non-White, would you think your
family/relatives change their views on your marriage?
a. How differently do you think your family/relatives view your marriage?
b. What makes you think so?

